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Actin cytoskeleton arranges into distinct architectures to enable cell functions
under different mechanochemical environments. Although recent works have re-
vealed the key components and processes involved in actin network dynamics, how
actin cytoskeleton responds to mechanical and chemical cues to assemble higher-
order in vivo structures is still poorly understood. In this thesis, we use an advanced
computer simulation platform to explore the mechanochemical dynamics and the
physical principles underlying the formation of three ubiquitous actin scaffolds in
vivo: actin bundles, dendritic lamellipodia, as well as actin rings and shell-like cor-
tices. We first investigate the adaptive remodeling of actomyosin networks induced
by a tensile external force. The application of tensile force rapidly alters filaments’
orientation, followed by slower myosin motor driven contractility that gradually con-
solidates the structure into a thick actin bundle. These distinct actin remodeling
mechanisms at short versus long timescale provide new insights to the formation of
stress-fiber like actin architectures. Then, we investigate the dynamics underlying
branched actin filament assembly in networks similar to lamellipodia. By varying
actin branching factors and polymerization termination proteins, we reveal how in-
dividual filament assembly is related to large scale network turnover, and discuss
how it affects lamellipodia driven membrane protrusion and cell migration. Lastly,
we explore the question of why actomyosin networks often form ring-like or shell-
like structures in cells but condense into clusters in reconstituted networks, where
this structural discrepancy is regulated by a balance between myosin driven con-
traction and actin polymerization speed. Our works provide potential “recipes” for
the assembly of cellular actin structures, in the hope of revealing the fundamental
biophysical principles underlying active cytoskeleton self-organization.
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In eukaryotic cells, actin protein filaments, myosin molecular motors and as-
sociated regulatory proteins self-organize into highly ordered actomyosin structures.
These actomyosin networks dynamically rearrange themselves to form various in vivo
architectures with distinct mechanochemical properties that allow cells to migrate,
change shape, or transmit force. The remodeling is controlled by the mechanochem-
ical activity of cytoskeletal components and accessory proteins. As a consequence,
actomyosin organization undergoes complex mechanochemical feedback interactions,
and the fundamental mechanisms underlying the formation of distinct cellular ar-
chitectures are still poorly understood. This dissertation investigates the dynamic
remodeling of actin networks at different mechanical and chemical environments
via computer simulations. We explore the fundamental ingredients required for the
assembly of different cellular actin structures, and investigate the key mechanochem-
ical cues that determine the remodeling of actin structures.
In this chapter, I will first provide an overview of actin cytoskeleton by in-
troducing its biological functions, chemical dynamics, and mechanical properties.
I will then highlight three in vivo actin structures that are studied in this thesis,
discussing their essential components and self-organization dynamics. The signifi-
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cance, the development history, and the current capacity of the simulation platform
used throughout this dissertation will be reviewed in the following part. Lastly, I
will outline the subsequent chapters in the thesis.
1.1 Overview of the actin cytoskeleton
Actin plays a central role in cellular function by forming semi-flexible filaments.
Actin filaments are double-helical polymers with a persistence length of µm and a
diameter of 7 nm [2]. By hydrolyzing adenosine triphosphate (ATP), actin filaments
undergo rapid assembly in a highly polarized way. ATP and ADP-Pi (adenosine
diphosphate - phosphate) bound globular actin monomers (G-actin) preferentially
bind to filament barbed (plus) end, leading to fast polymerization (Fig. 1.1A).
The release of phosphate converts filamentous actin (F-actin) into the ADP-bound
state, which is enriched at the pointed (minus) end of a filament and undergoes
rapid dissociation. This process is often called treadmilling, which enables actin
filaments to move towards their barbed end direction without external forces [3, 4].
Filament treadmilling is able to generate force acting against the cell membrane,
which is critical for cell migration [5].
Actin assembly is also mediated by regulatory proteins. For example, filaments
can assemble in a de novo way via formin homology proteins, which aggregate actin
monomers and nucleate filaments [7]. Formin can also bind to the barbed end of
filaments and promote the filament polymerization when working synergistically







Figure 1.1: Actin filament assembly and other fundamental reactions. (A) Filament
nucleation and elongation. Filaments grow faster at the barbed end (B) and slower
at the pointed end (P). (B) Actin monomer binding proteins. (C) Formin-profilin
induced filament nucleation and elongation. (D) Arp2/3 complex induced filament
branching. (E) Filament capping, severing, and crosslinking reactions. Image is
adapted from [6] with permission from Elsevier under STM permissions guidelines.
cleator, which has a very different nucleating mechanism. Arp2/3 complex would
bind to preexisting mother filaments and nucleate daughter filaments with an an-
gle of 70
◦
, forming a “dendrite” [9, 10] (Fig. 1.1D). Capping protein is another
main regulator that binds to the barbed end of actin filaments and terminated the
filament polymerization, mediating filament length and density of branchers [11]
(Fig. 1.1E). ENA/VASP (enabled/vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein) proteins
also bind to filament barbed ends, however, they promote filament polymeriza-
tion [12]. Unlike formin, they cannot nucleate filaments [13]. On the other hand,
actin-depolymerizing factor (ADF)/cofilin can sever a filament into two pieces [14]
(Fig. 1.1E). Interestingly, recent research suggests that the segment that contains
the original pointed end will rapidly depolymerize due to the enrichment of ADP-
actin, significantly enhancing the disassembly of actin networks [15].
Actin networks require motor proteins and crosslinking proteins to fulfill most
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of their functions. In most animal cells, non-muscle myosin II (NMII) is the major
force generator. NMII molecules assemble into mini-filaments that are hundreds
of nanometers long, binding across actin filaments [16, 17]. The binding of NMIIs
displays an interesting catch-bond mechanochemical property, where the binding
becomes stronger as the external load acting on NMII increases. By hydrolyzing
ATP, NMII mini-filaments are able to walk along filaments, converting the chemical
energy into mutual shearing forces. Similar to filament treadmilling, motor-driven
shearing is also polarized, where NMIIs walks towards filament barbed ends. The
force generated by NMII leads to large-scale centripetal movement of actin fila-
ments towards a geometric center, which is often described as contractility. NMII
driven contractility is indispensable for condensing and organizing actin networks
into higher order structures [18–22]. The contractility can be amplified by passive
crosslinkers [20,23–25], though recent researches suggest that crosslinkers can gener-
ate contractility in the absence of motor [26,27]. There are several crosslinker types
with various length and stiffness. For example, α-actinin is a 30-40 nm crosslinker
that is widely found in motile cell interior and contractile bundles, while fascin is a
much smaller crosslinker (∼8 nm) that helps to form unipolar actin bundle in pro-
truding filopodia [28]. In this thesis, we will mostly focus on forces generated by
NMII and α-actinin.
The chemical activities of these cytoskeletal proteins are regulated via sig-
naling pathways, which sense mechanical or chemical cues inside and outside cells.
By inhibiting or over-expressing the activity of a particular protein and monitor-
ing changes in cytoskeleton dynamics and structures, researchers have discovered
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several important signaling pathways that connect stimuli from environments to cy-
toskeletal activities. Rho is a large family of small GTPases (guanosine triphosphate
hydrolase enzymes) widely found in eukaryotic cells that plays essential signaling
roles in actin dynamics. Rho GTPases trigger filament nucleation from Arp2/3 com-
plex indirectly by activating Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) and WAVE
(WASP-family verprolin-homologous protein) family proteins [29, 30]. Actin poly-
merization at formin bound barbed ends can also be stimulated by Rho [7]. More-
over, Rho is also known for mediating the binding of myosin light chain through
ROCK (rho-associated protein kinase) proteins [31]. Despite the complexity of sig-
naling, their ultimate downstream effects may be simplified into a few basic ele-
ments. To explore fundamental principles underlying actomyosin dynamics and in
vivo structure formation, we will focus on and directly manipulate these downstream
effects in our computer model in this thesis.
Mechanically, actomyosin networks show interesting viscoelastic properties.
At a short timescale, they behave like elastic crosslinked and branched polymer net-
works. The elasticity of actin network is controlled by factors such as filament length
and the number and types of crosslinkers [32–34]. However, at a longer timescale,
actin networks can rapidly remodel their structure to better sustain the mechan-
ical environment, displaying fluid-like dynamics. Typical timescales for this type
of viscous response range from around 10 s to minutes depending on the turnover
timescale of cytoskeletal components [35–37], though certain types of crosslinkers
turn over at sub-second timescale [38]. The fluid-like behavior is believed to regulate
important biological functions such as promoting cell division [39] and drive cells to
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migrate under water flux [40].
1.2 Actin structures and their chemical and mechanical dynamics
By consuming chemical energy stored in ATP and guanosine triphosphate
(GTP), actin networks are able to produce, transfer, and sustain cellular forces
by scaffolding from semi-flexible protein filaments into skeleton-like higher order
networks. Actin structures in cells are also highly dynamic, allowing them to
rapidly remodel themselves to adapt to different chemical and mechanical environ-
ments [28, 41]. As a consequence, actin cytoskeleton is indispensable for important
cellular activities such as cell morphology controls [42], cell migration [43, 44], and
cell division [45]. This highly dynamic feature also has significant impacts on the
activity of non-cytoskeletal biomolecules, such as inducing surface protein clustering
during immune activation [46,47].
In this chapter, I will introduce the compositions, roles in cellular activities,
and mechanochemical dynamics of three actin structure categories that are ubiq-
uitous in cells: actin bundles, dendritic actin networks, as well as actin rings and
cortices. In Chapter 2-4, I will present research projects focusing on these structures.
1.2.1 Contractile actin bundles - stress fibers
The actin bundle is a widely found actin scaffold in vivo that is responsible
for force production and transduction. At the leading edge, actin filaments are
bundled by fascin into unipolar bundles, filopodia, that protrude the cell membrane
6
to direct migration via rapid filament polymerization [48–50]. On the other hand,
stress fibers are arranged as a bi-polar actomyosin bundle crosslinked by α-actinin,
serving as the major contractile unit in most animal cells. A contractile stress fiber
normally consists of two or more small crosslinked, unipolar actin bundles, and these
filopodia-like small actin bundles are connected with reverse polarity [51]. Unlike
filopodia, stress fibers are able to generate contractile force, potentially owing to this
graded polarity pattern. Since myosin motors walk towards a particular direction,
small actin bundles with distinct polarity can slide together under the shearing
force generated by myosin, inducing contractility. In addition, stress fibers are often
anchored to focal adhesion, enabling cell level force transduction and triggering
mechanosensing [52, 53]. They also mediate cell migration due to the connection
between focal adhesions and substrates or extracellular matrices [44,54].
There are several types of stress fibers with distinct structures and localiza-
tion. Dorsal stress fibers are unipolar bundles, which are normally generated by
actin filament polymerization from focal adhesion [55]. Since filaments in dorsal
stress fibers have their barbed ends attached to the focal adhesion site, their growth
is restricted as they need to push against the focal adhesion complex. They also
typically do not contain myosin II motors. As a consequence, dorsal stress fibers
are normally short (around a few microns) and non-contractile [56]. Dendritic actin
networks in the cell body may collapse into transverse arcs, which display a periodic
α-actinin-myosin pattern. As introduced above, this graded polarity can generate
contractile force, however, it is still unclear whether transverse arcs can transduce
cellular forces due to the lack of connection with focal adhesion [28, 51]. The ven-
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Figure 1.2: Structures of actin stress fibers.(A) The periodic polarity of stress fibers
in gerbil fibroma cells. Non-muscle myosin is stained as red and α-actinin is stained
as green. (B) Schematic representations of stress fiber structures consist of polarized
actin filaments, non-muscle myosin motors and α-actinin crosslinkers. (C) Three
categories of stress fibers in U2OS osteosarcoma cells with F-actin stained. (D)
Model of stress fiber localizations in cells and ventral stress fiber formation. In
this model, two dorsal stress fibers and connected by a transverse arc to form a
ventral stress fiber. Image from Figure 1 in [44] with permission from Journal of
Cell Science, The Company of Biologists Limited, Copyright (2007).
tral stress fiber is a “complete” stress fiber and the main force generator in many
interphase cells as it connects to two focal adhesions that allow cellular force trans-
duction. The ventral stress fiber is potentially created by connecting a transverse
arc and two dorsal stress fibers [55], nevertheless, the molecular level mechanism is
still poorly understood. Experiments have shown that stress fibers can be created
and strengthened upon external mechanical stimuli [57], suggesting the formation
of actin bundle can be trigger by extracellular mechanical cues. In Chapter 2, we
will explore the actin microstructure reorganization and the stress fiber like bundle
formation under tensile external force.
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1.2.2 Dendritic actin networks – lamellipodia
The motility of cells relies heavily on a quasi-2D dendritic actin scaffold called
the lamellipodium. Located at the leading edge of migrating cells, lamellipodia
harness WASP/WAVE family proteins to activate Arp2/3 complex [28,58,59] (Fig.
1.3a-c). These activated Arp2/3 proteins nucleate many short branchers [9, 10]
(Fig. 1.3d), generating protrusive forces that drive the cell to move by polymeriza-
tion against the plasma membrane [5, 60]. The force generation from lamellipodia
is very unique, since it neither relies on myosin motors nor does it requires filament
bundling. Various experiments show that a stall force on the order of a few nN
per 1 µm
2
contact area is required to stop lamellipodia driven motion [28, 61–63].
Moreover, lamellipodia can be strengthened by external load force. An in vitro
experiment discovered that branched actin networks tend to grow faster after ap-
plying an external load force and then removing it [64]. This load dependent growth
velocity is associated with the remodeling of dendritic actin networks, but a com-
prehensive understanding of how dendritic actin network remodeling is still lacking.
Capping proteins are a widely presented remodeling regulator in lamellipodia,
playing an essential role in lamellipodia functionality. Interestingly, the presence
of capping proteins does not hinder filament protrusion in the lamellipodium. On
the contrary, capping proteins may be able to promote cell migration. Theoretical
researches suggest that capping proteins, firstly, reduce the overall filament length,
making protruding membrane more favorable than buckling filaments [60, 65], and
secondly, promote the uncapped filament polymerization by conserving G-actin.
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This effect can be very significant in lamellipodia, since capping proteins are more
active when they are close to the plasma membrane due to signaling [66]. Since
Arp2/3 branching competes with filament polymerization for G-actin monomers,
capping filament barbed ends can also promote the branched filament density [35,
36, 67]. The synergistic effects between capping proteins and Arp2/3 complex may
explain why lamellipodia are usually more dynamic than other actin structures. For
example, the turnover halftime is ∼ 10 s at the front of lamellipodia [43], much
shorter than ∼ 1 min turnover halftime of actin cortex [39, 42]. In Chapter 3, we
will investigate how Arp2/3 complex and capping proteins regulate actin network
turnover in detail using computer simulation.
1.2.3 Outward condensation - actin cortices and rings
In cells, actomyosin networks often form 3D shell-like or 2D ring-like struc-
tures. The most well known example of these structures is the actin cortex, which
is a thin actomyosin mesh under the plasma membrane (Fig. 1.4). The actin cor-
tex is highly contractile owing to the presence of myosin II motors and α-actinin
crosslinkers [42]. Through tethering with the plasma membrane, cortical actin net-
works are able to generate contractile forces on cells that preserve cell shape and
volume against osmotic pressure [68]. On the other hand, there are many ring-like
actin structures, such as the contractile ring created during cytokinesis [69], belt-like
actin networks formed in cell-cell junctions [70], and periodic ring pattern generated
in axon [71, 72]. In this thesis, we focus on the actin ring formed when expressing
10
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Figure 1.3: Localization and high resolution image of Arp2/3 complex and actin
filaments in lamellipodia of Xenopus Keratocyte. (a-c) Arp2/3 is stained with p21
antibody in green and actin is stained with TRITC-phalloidin in red. (d) Immune
electron microscopy of lamellipodia. 10-nm gold-conjugated secondary antibody
(gold dots) reveals Arp2/3 locations. Scale bar: (a) 10 µm, (d) 0.1 µm. Image
is adapted from Figure 3 in [10], with permission from Journal of Cell Biology,
Rockefeller University Press, Copyright (1999)
immune cells on stimulatory substrates [73]. The formation of actin ring is an im-
portant process of immune cell activation, such as allowing the clustering of T cell
receptors [74]. The actin ring has similar component as actin cortex, but can be as
thick as several microns [47]. It is also more dynamic, undergoing a large scale of
retrograde flow [46].
Interestingly, networks reconstituted from purified actin, myosin II motors
and crosslinkers display distinct actin patterns compare to the shell-like and ring-
like networks in cells. In vitro, the addition of myosin II and crosslinkers tends to
induce large scale, inward clustering of actin networks. For example, Ref 21 shows
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that the photo-activation of myosin motor in a thin actin layer induces condensation
of actin filaments toward the network center. This condensation is often described
as contractility, which is believed to be mainly generated by mutual shearing from
myosin motors and is assisted by crosslinkers [41]. Increasing myosin or crosslinker
concentration tends to enhance the global network contraction process [20,24,25].
The observation of centripetal collapsing in vitro is rarely observed in cells,
and this “inward” condensation process seems to be contradictory to the formation
of actin cortices and rings, which can be view as “outward” condensation. Why
actomyosin networks form distinct patterns at steady state, and how actin rings
and cortices can maintain their geometry against motor-driven contractility are still
unknown. In Chapter 4, we will investigate the potential driving force that leads
to this phase transition and explore the mechanism underlying actin ring or cortex
formation.
1.3 MEDYAN: a simulation platform for active cytoskeleton
This chapter is partly adapted from: Qin Ni, Kaustubh Wagh, Arpita Upadhyaya
and Garegin A Papoian. “Filament treadmilling induces phase transition in acto-
myosin networks” In preparation. (2020)
Computer simulation is a powerful tool to explore the complex dynamics of
the cytoskeleton, and several models have been developed in the recent two decades.
Cytosim is one of the most well-known cytoskeleton simulation tools, which has
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of actin cortex of an in vitro system mimicking cells. A thin cor-
tical actin mesh is confined by the lipid bilayer membrane. Actin filaments undergo
polymerization, depolymerization, and nucleation. The actin cortex is attached to
the membrane by transient Arp2/3 complex and tethering proteins such as ezrin.
The contractile cortex is subject to non-muscle myosin II activities. Image from Fig-
ure 4 in [75], with permission from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Molecular
Cell Research, Elsevier, Copyright (2015).
been used for numerous systems consisting of actin, microtubule, and associated
proteins [76,77]. Recently, the model developed by Kim et al. [78] and an open-source
2D simulation software (called AFINES - Active Filament Network Simulation)
developed by Freedman et al. [79] focus on elaborating the mechanical interaction of
actin cytoskeleton. These models have been used to investigate the contractility and
viscoelasticity of actomyosin networks [25, 80, 81]. On the other hand, researchers
also employ mathematical modeling and fluid mechanics to explore the actin network
dynamics [26,68,82].
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Despite these efforts, most previous modeling works focus on mostly the me-
chanical interactions of the cytoskeleton and have no consideration or very coarse-
grained treatments of chemical reactions. In active cytoskeletal networks, energy
consuming chemical reactions and polymer mechanics are deeply coupled. There-
fore, a desirable platform that can capture the active dynamics needs to consider
the mechanochemical interplay between cytoskeletal elements. To achieve this goal,
Popov et al. [20] developed the simulation platform MEDYAN (Mechanochemical
Dynamics of Active Networks) based on several prior works from Papoian Lab at
University of Maryland on modeling filopodia [48, 49, 83] and lamellipodia [60, 84].
MEDYAN integrates stochastic reaction-diffusion treatment of biochemical reac-
tions and molecular transport, cytoskeletal polymer physics, with mechanochemical
feedbacks at a single molecule resolution. With high computational efficiency and
scalability, MEDYAN simulations of complex active networks can achieve the length
scale of cells and timescales of thousands of seconds. A recent update also enables
MEDYAN to track free energy dissipation from mechanical minimization and chem-
ical events in actomyosin networks [85].
In MEDYAN, the simulation space is divided into a solution phase and a
polymer phase. All diffusing molecules, such as G-actin and unbound molecules
including myosin motor, crosslinker, formin, and capping proteins, are dissolved in
the solution phase. To reduce the computational cost in modeling diffusion of par-
ticles without losing too much spatial information, the solution phase is discretized
into many linear compartments. The dimension of the compartment is carefully
chosen based on the Kuramoto length of actin, which is the mean-free path that
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molecules are expected to diffuse before undergoing their next reaction [60]. Dif-
fusing molecules are assumed to be well-mixed within each compartment without
specific locations, and the transport of molecules between compartments is modeled
as a diffusion reaction within the solution phase. On the other hand, polymeric
filaments and bound molecules are modeled in the polymer phase that lies over
the solution phase. This phase accounts for the mechanical modeling of boundary
repulsion, steric interactions, bending and stretching of filaments, as well as the
stretching of crosslinkers and motors. When polymerization, nucleation, motor, or
crosslinker binding reactions happen, diffusing molecules will be transferred from
the solution phase into the polymer phase. The depolymerization, filament destruc-
tion, and unbinding reactions will release molecules from the polymer phase to the
solution phase. MEDYAN employs the Next Reaction Method [86] for the chemical
evolution, which discretizes chemical master equation into stochastic events based
on Gillespie based algorithm [87,88]. MEDYAN also takes care of mechanochemical
feedbacks of cytoskeletal elements. Filaments, motors, and crosslinkers will update
associate reaction rates based on their catch-bond or slip-bond features and mechan-
ical environments. Filament polymerization against the boundary will be restricted
by the boundary repulsive force, following the Brownian Ratchet model [89].
The relaxation time for local deformations of actin networks [90] is much
shorter than the timescale of typical chemical events such as motor stepping [91] or
filament polymerization [4], thereby creating a significant separation of timescales.
Hence, the mechanical equilibrium process can be viewed as a pseudo-adiabatic pro-





Figure 1.5: (a) The network space is divided into cubic compartments based on
Kuramoto length, which is 500 nm for typical cytoskeletal proteins. Chemical reac-
tions occur based on the local concentration of diffusive species in each compartment.
Mechanical components of MEDYAN overlay the compartment. (b) MEDYAN sim-
ulation protocol goes as follows: (1) chemical reactions occur that evolve the time of
the system stochastically; (2) pausing chemical reactions when the time step reaches
a preset time value, and the system mechanically minimizes the total energy; (3)
reaction rates are updated based on the mechanical conditions after minimization;
(4) going back to step 1 based on the updated reaction rates. Image is adapted
from Figure 1 and Figure 4 in [20], with permission under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License.
simulation can be carried out in the following protocol (also shown in Fig. 1.5b).
1. The system stochastically evolves the diffusion and chemical reactions using
the Next Reaction Method.
2. Pausing chemical reactions after reaching a preset times step. The system
computes the new mechanical energy based on the network deformation and then
minimizes it.
3. Updating reaction rates based on the mechanical conditions after minimiza-
tion following the mechanochemical models.
4. Going back to step 1 with the updated reaction rates.
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A more detailed introduction of MEDYAN models can be found in [20]. The
code and a usage guide can be freely accessed from http://medyan.org.
1.4 Outline of Chapters
This dissertation uses computer simulations to explore potential mechanisms
underlying the assembly of in vivo actin architectures and investigate mechanochem-
ical properties of these systems. The chapters are ordered based on the three main
actin structures studied in this dissertation - actin bundles, dendritic actin networks,
and actin rings and cortices as introduced earlier. Each chapter contains an intro-
duction, results, and a discussion section. The main tool used in this dissertation
is MEDYAN, which has been introduced in Chapter 1.3. Specific simulation setups
and modifications to the model will be introduced in each chapter.
In Chapter 2, we investigate actin bundle formation under external force by
using MEDYAN to mimic an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) pulling experiment,
in collaboration with researchers from Georgia State University and Taxes A&M
University. Our simulations and experimental results on smooth vascular muscle
cells showed that exerting tensile external forces on a small portion of filaments is
able to shape actin network into bundles. The bundle formation follows a two-step
manner: tensile external forces first rapidly induce actin filament alignment along
the force direction to form a bundle structure, and then myosin-driven contrac-
tion taken place at a longer timescale follows this anisotropic pattern that further
consolidates the network into actin bundles.
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In Chapter 3, we focus on the turnover dynamics of dendritic networks under
the regulation of capping proteins and nucleators. In this work, we revealed how
Arp2/3 and capping proteins regulate the treadmilling rate of individual filaments
and the turnover of entire actin networks. Moreover, we distinguished the conceptual
idea of filament polarized (de)polymerization, the treadmilling, from actin network
turnover timescale measured from Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching ex-
periment.
In the last project presented in Chapter 4, we look for the fundamental prin-
ciple underlying the formation of distinct actomyosin patterns: actin cortices and
rings in cells versus large clusters in reconstituted networks. We discovered that
the filament treadmilling rate is a key tuning parameter that regulates phase transi-
tion of actomyosin network structures. With low treadmilling rates, actin networks
form large, highly condensed clusters. On the other hand, networks from ring-like
structures in quasi-2D cylinderical systems and cortex-like structures in 3D spher-
ical systems as treadmilling rate increasing to in vivo level. This observation is
supported by experiments on live Jurkat T cells by Dr. Arpita Upadhyaya’s lab at
the University of Maryland. In the end, we show that the formation of actin rings
and cortices is potentially driven by condensation towards a higher shell volume
region.
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Chapter 2: Tensile force induced actin bundling
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2.1 Introduction
Cells adapt to local mechanical stresses by converting mechanical stimuli into
chemical activities that alter the cellular structure-function relationship and lead to
specific responses [93–95]. Cellular response to mechanical stimulation is a balance
between contractile elements of the cytoskeleton, cell-matrix adhesions, and extra-
cellular matrix [96]. Although cellular mechano-transduction has been an active
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field of research for a number of years, the process by which transduction of exter-
nal mechanical signals across the cellular cytoplasm induce cytoskeletal remodeling
is not well understood. The most important question in the field of mechanobiol-
ogy is “how do cells sense and integrate mechanical forces at the molecular level
to produce coordinated responses necessary to make decisions that change their
homeostatic state?”
Vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) provide an excellent model system to
study the mechanotransduction process. The mechanism by which VSMCs sense
and adapt to external mechanical forces that result in cytoskeletal remodeling (6-
8) is critical for understanding arterial disease pathology. In vivo, they sense and
respond to mechanical forces generated by pulsatile blood pressure changes through
alteration of signal transduction pathways to induce remodeling of their cytoskeleton
and adhesions [97]. Thus, VSMCs residing in the vessel wall are mainly subjected to
circumferential stretch and axial stress [57,98,99]. Circumferential stretch generated
by the pulsatile blood flow exerts dynamical mechanical stimulation on the vessel
wall in a direction perpendicular to the direction of blood flow. This is a well-
recognized mechanical stressor and its biomechanical effects were well studied [98,
99]. Axial stress in the vessel wall arises from longitudinal tethering of the arteries
to surrounding connective tissue [100]. Even though axial stress (i.e., tensile force)
has been known as an important mechanical stressor of the vessel wall for a long
time [101, 102] and a fundamental contributor to vessel wall homeostasis [100], less
attention was given to study its biomechanical effects at the cellular level.
In anchorage-dependent cells, external mechanical forces are imposed on a
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pre-existing balanced force equilibrium generated by cytoskeletal tension [103–105].
Thus, forces acting on a cell will induce cytoskeleton deformation throughout the
cell, such that the actin cytoskeleton remodels to better sustain the external load.
Actin cytoskeleton consists of semi-flexible actin filaments, myosin motors, and
crosslinking proteins. It has been proposed that de novo actin polymerization is
critical for actin fiber formation in migrating cells [55], while the aggregation of
existing actin filament fragments is most likely for stationary cells in a static en-
vironment [51]. Mechanical stimulation of stationary VSMCs in tissue represents
an intermediate state, in which cells must dynamically adapt to their native, the
mechanically active environment. It is not known which mechanism is favored in
this normal functional homeostatic state. Moreover, research has shown that cells
adapt to external force by activating mechanically-sensitive signaling pathways that
involve conformational changes of proteins at cell-matrix adhesions (e.g., integrins,
vinculin, talin, etc), and promote actin filament polymerization [106].
Previous works [107] by Trache and Lim on VSMCs suggested that cellular
adaptation to the applied tensile force is a characteristic of the integrated cell sys-
tem as a whole. To address how application of external tensile force induces actin
cytoskeleton remodeling, we combined imaging techniques with simultaneous me-
chanical stimulation of single cells using fibronectin-functionalized atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM) probes [108]. Thus, we found that mechanical stimulation not only
increases alignment of actin filaments, but also induces actin bundling measured by
increased fluorescence intensity of F-actin [57].
Here, we build upon these experimental results and investigate the biome-
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chanical effects of axial stress at cellular level using computational modeling, by
asking how tensile force induces actin cytoskeleton adaptive remodeling? During
the adaptation process, the actin cytoskeleton remodels to better sustain the ex-
ternal load [28, 42, 109]. Thus, actomyosin networks crosslinked by α-actinin and
other crosslinking proteins are able to adapt to external forces via fast mechanical
response, in which stress relaxation occurs on the timescale of seconds [18,110–112].
However, cytoskeletal reactions, such as actin (de)polymerization or myosin II ac-
tivation that continuously converts chemical energy into mechanical force, remodel
the actin networks on a slower pace, on a time scale of minutes [36, 82, 113]. As
a result of myosin dominant mechanochemical dynamics, actin networks tend to
contract [85, 114]. Prior computational models have investigated remodeling of the
actin cytoskeleton due to slower chemical reactions [48, 49, 80, 115, 116], however,
how external mechanical stimuli induce the active formation of actin bundles is still
poorly understood.
To better understand the detailed spatiotemporal dynamics of cytoskeletal re-
organization due to external mechanical loading, we simulated the mechanical and
chemical dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton using the MEDYAN (MEchanochemical
DYnamics of Active Network) software [20]. In our simulations, we model the active
cytoskeletal networks using polymer mechanics of semi-flexible filaments, crosslink-
ing proteins, and motor proteins. A stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme was used to
simulate chemical reactions, including myosin activation, crosslinking protein bind-
ing, and actin filament assembly. Additionally, we had applied external tensile forces
to the actin network to mimic the AFM mechanical stimulation in the experiments.
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In these systems, a few filaments were initially anchored to a simulated AFM probe,
in addition to a free filament pool. The external force was applied by moving the
simulated AFM probe, and the amplitude of z-axis displacement directly determined
the magnitude of the force. In highly crosslinked actomyosin networks, the external
force exerted on a small fraction of filaments would transmit to the entire system
that changes their homeostatic state in microseconds [117]; this will be considered
as the fast mechanical response. After each tensile force was applied, the system
was allowed to evolve for minutes, such that we were able to study how the actin
network adapts under a slower chemical response.
Both experiments and simulations suggest that the external tensile force ap-
plied on actin networks quickly induces alignment of actin filaments along the di-
rection of force, and this directional alignment is independent of longer timescale
chemical response. In addition, the formation of actin bundles as a result of external
tensile force relies on both the faster mechanical response and the slower chemical
response. We hypothesized that cellular cytoskeletal adaptation to external ten-
sile forces and formation of actin bundles follows a “mechanics before chemistry”
process.
2.2 Simulation Methods
A computational model for mechanochemical dynamics of active networks
(MEDYAN) [20] was used to simulate the actin cytoskeletal network with an external
tensile (i.e., z-axis) force. In this model, actin filaments are treated as “cylinders”
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connected into chains. The cylinder itself is unbendable, and the radial deformation
of filaments is realized by bending between two neighboring connected cylinders.
Each cylinder consists of up to 40 actin monomers, where a full cylinder is 108 nm
long and has 4 possible binding sites for myosin motors and crosslinkers. Myosin
motors are modeled as harmonic springs that can walk towards filament plus end
with equilibrium length from 175 nm to 225 nm based on the non-muscle myosin
II (NMII) [16]. Crosslinking proteins are also modeled as harmonic springs with an
equilibrium length for α-actinin (30-40 nm) [118]. The main chemical events we con-
sidered in this work include filament polymerization and depolymerization, binding
and unbinding of myosin and crosslinker, and myosin activation. These reactions are
mechanochemically sensitive and are modeled by an efficient Next Reaction Method
based on the Gillespie algorithm [86, 88]. Simulation parameters and other model
details can be found in Table A.1 and a previous publication [20].
We initialized a 3×3×1.25 µm3 simulation volume with a 250 nm radius semi-
spherical AFM probe that attached to the upper boundary. At time 0 sec, 300
seed filaments, each with 40 monomers, were randomly created in the network, de-
fined as the free filament pool. These filaments free from simulated AFM probe
attachment are allowed to polymerize and depolymerize on either the plus end or
the minus end. To appropriately transmit the external force generated by probe
displacement to the actin network, additional 30 seed filaments were initialized with
their minus-end attached to the simulated AFM probe via stiff harmonic springs
(Fig. 2.2a). These filaments are allowed to polymerize and depolymerize at the plus
end. Myosin II concentration is 2 µM (equivalent to 0.1 µM NMII mini-filament)
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and α-actinin concentration is 2 µM, based on their concentrations reported in Dic-
tyostelium discoideum [45, 119, 120]. We use a concentration of 20 µM for actin,
which is consistent with the physiological concentration of 24 µM actin [121, 122].
The concentrations of actin, motors, and crosslinkers in the computational model
are also used in prior computational modeling works [20, 116]. Based on an ear-
lier work using MEDYAN, these concentrations are adequate for filament bundle to
maintain their structure [116]. At the start of simulations, free G-actin was added
to the network to ensure the total actin concentration is 20 µM. Since the concentra-
tion is much larger than the critical concentration [123], seed filaments would grow
rapidly and reach an average F-actin length of ∼ 8µm in a few seconds of simulation.
Myosin motors and α-actinin crosslinkers were added after 5 seconds of simulation.
The addition of myosin and α-actinin linkers connect the free filament pool to the
filaments attached to the probe.
The external tensile force from the AFM probe was implemented as follows.
The network was allowed to evolve for 150 s before the AFM probe vertical dis-
placement (i.e., tensile force on z-axis). Each probe displacement created a 250 nm
or 500 nm step displacement of the AFM probe, applying tensile force to the AFM
probe-attached filaments via stiff harmonic springs. To ensure the energy was prop-
erly minimized, each displacement step was broken up into 100 sub-steps (2.5 nm
or 5 nm displacement per 0.01 s). Networks were mechanically equilibrated after
each sub-step, and displacement would create additional simulation space by raising
the upper boundary. Since all AFM probe displacements were finished in 1s and
each mechanical minimization was instant in the simulation, we were able to treat
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the network change before and after displacement as a fast, mechanical response
that is independent of chemistry. Networks were allowed to evolve for another 150
s before the next probe pulling step (Fig. 2.2b). During the 150 s period, cytoskele-
tal network remodeling was Chemically dominated by filament treadmilling, myosin
activation, and α-actinin linker binding and unbinding. Since the time interval be-
tween two displacement steps is much longer than the pulling time (1 s), we define
the network evolution during each 150 s as the long timescale Chemical response.
We applied the AFM-probe pulling 5 times, for a total of 900 seconds, during each
simulation. Table A.1 lists all the modeling parameters.
The present work tested four different tensile force conditions. For conve-
nience, we labeled them as Case i-iv in decreasing order of displacement sizes (Fig.
2.2b). In Case i, a constant 500 nm step size was applied. This step size exerted an
instantaneous force on the AFM-probe attached filaments. In Case ii, we used mixed
step sizes: in the first three pulling events, each step generates 250 nm displacement,
and in the last two pulling events, each step generates 500 nm displacement. In Case
iii, we reduced the displacement size to constant 250 nm, implying a weaker external
force. In the last case, we did not apply any external force to the network, hence,
all 330 filaments were in the free filament pool. However, the upper boundary in
Case iv would still move up in the same way as for Cases i to avoid any problems
due to the boundary effects.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Actin cytoskeleton reorganization in live VSMCs under me-
chanical stimulation reveals a two-step adaptive response
Andreea Trache and Soon-Min Lim at Texas A&M University performed the
experiments on VSMCs. Live VSMCs expressing mRFP1-actin-7 were subjected to
the mechanical loading delivered by the AFM probe (Fig. 2.1a). The mechanical
loading was a vertical force (along the z-axis) force that applied to a small area
(circular diameter is approximately 5 µm) at the apical cell surface through a fi-
bronectin (FN) functionalized probe. This force induced cytoskeletal remodeling
by pulling on cortical actin through a FN-integrin-actin linkage [57, 107]. Cell re-
sponses to the probe displacement and the florescent intensity of actin bundles over
time were recorded using spinning-disk confocal microscopy. Detailed experimental
methods can be found in the Appendix A. The reconstructed 3D-images of the actin
cytoskeleton were used to segment actin bundles in 3D (Fig. 2.1b & 2.1c). We used
these 3D bundles to calculate an average fiber alignment index in the direction of
the pulling force. The alignment index is defined as the average of cos(θ), where θ
is the acute angle between each filament segment and the direction of the force (Z-
axis) (Equation 1 in Appendix A1.4). With a value between 0 and 1, the alignment
index equals to 1 for perfect alignment with the Z-axis, and 0 for alignment perpen-
dicular to the Z-axis. The alignment index increases right after the application of
an external force, but levels off (Fig. 2.1e) upon larger pulling forces. Note that the
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small alignment index value is due to the cell aspect since the VSMCs lay flat on
the substrate, and the majority of the filaments were perpendicular to the Z-axis.
In addition, the normalized actin fluorescence intensity of the cell increased steadily
as the AFM displacement continued (Fig. 2.1f). A second pulling was carried out
at 3000 s (Fig. 2.1d), however, it did not trigger further increment in alignment
index and intensity (Fig. 2.1e-f), which potentially indicates the pulling reaches
the maximum effect after the first pulling event. These experimental results show a
force-induced actin cytoskeleton remodeling via the directional alignment and actin
fiber bundling.
2.3.2 Rapid formation of actin bundles in response to tensile force in
MEDYAN simulations
To understand the molecular mechanisms of the actin cytoskeleton reorgani-
zation under tensile force application using the AFM probes, we designed compu-
tational simulations of actin networks with external tensile force using MEDYAN
software. We generated 300 free filaments in a 3×3×1.25 µm3 simulation box, ini-
tially as a random network, and another 30 filaments attached to an AFM probe
located at the center of the upper boundary of the simulation box. The number of
AFM attached filaments was chosen based on the reported number of filaments in
actin bundles [51]. The simulation box contained 20 µM of actin, 2 µM of non-
muscle myosin II (NMII), and 2 µM of α-actinin crosslinkers. The simulated AFM
probe was displaced by a distance d, every 150 seconds. Each pull (Z-axis tensile
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Figure 2.1: Response of VSMC to external pulling force. (a) Schematic of a VSMC
mechanically stimulated with a FN functionalized AFM probe and simultaneously
imaged by spinning-disk confocal microscopy. (b) Fluorescence images of VSMC ex-
pressing mRFP1-actin-7 (left) and the 3D reconstructed image of the representative
segmentation of actin filament bundles (right) for before the AFM probe displace-
ment at time 0 min (b), and after the AFM probe displacement at time 68 min (c).
Scale bar: 20 µm. (d) The scheduled pulling force in three phases: small, inter-
mediate and large forces. (e) The alignment index for the actin filament bundles
increased rapidly as small force was applied, but slowed down as the force increased.
(f) The normalized intensity for mRFP1-actin-7 increased steadily through all force
ranges. Blue lines: piece-wise linear fit for forces below 0.5 nN and ≥ 0.5 nN.
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force application) created a 250 nm or 500 nm step displacement of the simulated-
AFM probe, generating tensile force on the filaments attached to the probe via stiff
harmonic springs (Fig. 2.2a). The amplitude of step displacement size d is linearly
proportional to the pulling force of the AFM probe. Chemical interactions, includ-
ing filaments treadmilling, myosin activation, and α-actinin crosslinking, took place
throughout the simulations. We varied the pulling patterns (Fig. 2.2b) to simulate
the different pulling forces in the experiment (Fig. 2.1d).
Interestingly, pulling on only a small fraction of AFM-attached filaments is
sufficient to alter the actin filament structure of the entire network. After 900s
and five AFM probe pulling steps, each with d=500 nm (case i), the actin networks
reorganized into a bundle (Fig. 2.3a), which is approximately 2 µm long and around
500 nm thick. These actin bundles have mixed filament polarity, i.e., plus ends or
minus ends of filaments are randomly distributed (Fig. A.1). In contrast, actin
networks free of external force geometrically collapsed into a globular cluster-like
structure (Fig. 2.3b), as a result of contractility driven by myosin motors and
crosslinkers. Reducing the step size d in Cases ii and iii creates an intermediate
geometry between the bundle and cluster (Fig. A.2). If the step size is further
reduced to 0, but the 30 filaments are maintained attached to the simulated AFM
probe, the geometry would be similar to the cluster (Fig. A.3). Moreover, if we
release the filaments from the simulated AFM probe after bundle formation, then
actin bundles would also tend to collapse into globular clusters (Video 1).
The actin bundle formation was also regulated by the number of actin filaments
attached to the AFM-probe. When too few filaments were attached to the AFM
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i. 500 nm step size
ii. 250 - 500 nm step sizes
iii. 250 nm step sizes
iv. No pulling
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Figure 2.2: (a)A sketch of the simulation setup. The simulation box is 3 µm in
x and y directions, and the initial height (z-direction) is 1.25 µm. The simulation
box contains 300 free actin filaments, as well as diffusible G-actin, myosin, and α-
actinin linkers. A semi-spherical AFM probe is located at the upper boundary, and
30 filaments are attached to the probe via stiff harmonic springs. At the beginning
of simulations, all filaments are 0.108 µm long (containing 40 actin subunits). The
input G-actin concentration is much higher than the equilibrium concentration,
making actin filaments rapidly elongate. An average length of 0.8 µm is achieved
and maintained after around 40s of simulation. (b) Simulated AFM-probe position,
equivalent to the height of upper boundary, as a function of time for Cases i-iii. The
control case (Case iv) is without AFM probe and without filament attachment, with
only the upper boundary moving in the same way as in Case i to avoid potential
boundary effects.
probe, the pulling force was insufficient to generate a bundle (Fig. A.4a). In some
of the simulations, after pulling, the actin filaments that were attached to the AFM-
probe would disconnect completely from the free actin filament pool. For the myosin
motor and α-actinin concentrations used in our simulations, we found that about
20 actin filaments need to be attached to the probe for actin bundle formation. On
the other hand, increasing the number of AFM-probe attached filaments lowered
the density of the free filaments. As a consequence, most free filaments could only
collapse into small globular clusters locally and were unable to join the actin bundle
formed by the filaments attached to the AFM-probe (Fig. A.4b).
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2.3.3 Tensile force induces actin alignment in MEDYAN simulations
To investigate actin filament alignment during actin bundle formation, we cal-
culated the alignment index cos(θ) as described in the experimental section. The
alignment index increases immediately after each of the AFM-probe pulling events in
all three pulling patterns tested (Fig. 2.3c, Case i-iii). In the simulation, mechanical
equilibration is instant, therefore these rapid jumps suggest very strong mechanical
responses. Moreover, the directional filament alignment is regulated by the mag-
nitude of the external tensile force, since reducing the pulling step size amplitude
(compared to Cases ii and iii) results in a weaker alignment response. On the other
hand, the directional alignment barely changes during the 150 s window between
two pulling events (noted as the long timescale response). Since the long timescale
response is regulated by slower chemical evolution events, we hypothesize that the
directional alignment of actin filaments in response to tensile force is primarily due
to fast mechanical adaptation.
2.3.4 Two-step development of actin bundles depends on both faster
mechanical alignment and slower chemical response
To further analyze the formation and evolution of actin bundles, we next de-
fined a cylinder-shaped boundary under the AFM probe (500 nm in diameter). More
than 80% of the total F-actin accumulated within this boundary towards the end of
simulations under the Case i pulling condition, suggesting that monitoring F-actin’s
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i. 500 nm step size 
ii. 250 - 500 nm step sizes





Figure 2.3: (a-b) Representative snapshots of (a) bundle-like actin networks under
Case i pulling condition at time t = 900 s, and (b) cluster-like actin networks without
external force at time t = 900 s. Actin filaments, myosin motors, and crosslinkers
are shown in red, blue, and green cylinders, respectively. The gray sphere in (a)
represents the AFM probe. (c) Filament alignment index along the Z-axis for 500
nm step size (red, Case i), mixed step sizes (250 nm for the first three pulling events
and 500 nm for the last two, blue), 250 nm step size (purple, Case ii) and no AFM-
probe pulling (green, Case iii). α-actinin linker:actin is 0.1 and myosin:actin is 0.005
in all simulations. Error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean in
5-10 simulation replicates.
accumulation in the bundle region provides a simple but robust way to quantify the
bundle development process. We observed instant F-actin accumulation after each
pulling event (Fig. 2.4a), while reducing step size hindered the accumulation (Fig.
A.2a). Similar to the directional alignment, these results suggest that actin bundle
development relies on the fast, mechanical response.
Surprisingly, the accumulation of actin filaments into the bundle kept increas-
ing steadily between pulling events, suggesting that slower chemical dynamics con-
tribute to bundle development as a result to the adaptation to force. To capture the
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Figure 2.4: (a) The F-actin fraction in the bundle region as a function of time for
actin networks under 500 nm displacement steps (red, Case i) and actin networks
free of external force (green, Case iv). The bundle region is defined as the volume
under the simulated AFM probe, which is a cylindrical region of 500 nm in diameter
and the height of the simulation box. The box size varies over time based on the
position of the AFM probe. Insert shows a 2D illustration of the bundle region. (b)
The rate of F-actin accumulation in the bundle region from simulations with the
AFM probe pulling force (red, Case i) and without AFM probe pulling- force (green,
control Case iv). The recruitment rates are calculated by linear-fitting of the data
points every 50 seconds. Shaded colors and error bars are the standard deviations
of 10 replica simulations for Case i and 5 replicas for Case iv, respectively.
long timescale of F-actin recruitment, we calculated the F-actin recruitment rate in
the defined bundle region (Fig. 2.4b). The control case without external pulling
(Case iv, green line) also shows sharply F-actin recruitment as a result of myosin
and α-actinin induced contractility and bundling. Similarly, the recruitment rate
of F-actin during the intervals between pulling (Case i, red line) is always positive,
showing net recruitment of F-actin. The rate of F-actin recruitment for bundling is
lower than that for the actin clustering into globular foci in the control case.
To further explore the significance of chemical evolution of bundle develop-
ment, we tested three different conditions with “insufficient” chemical evolution.
First, we reduced the myosin concentration from 2 µM to 0.4 µM . Without sufficient
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myosin, the network was unable to generate enough contractility of the actomyosin
network, leading to high actin filament dispersion (Video 2). Second, by reducing
α-actinin crosslinker concentration from 2 µM to 0.4 µM , the F-actin network could
not form properly (Video 3). Although myosin motors still generated contractility,
the actin fiber network is fragmented as disconnected actin foci. Lastly, we shorten
the time between each pulling from 150 seconds to 10 seconds. Only a small frac-
tion of actin filaments bundled together and followed the upward movement of the
simulated AFM probe, disconnecting from the rest of the filaments (Video 4).
F-actin distribution further showed that the tensile force application using
AFM-probe immediately stretches the actin fiber network along the direction of
force (Fig. 2.5a-c), leading to a wider F-actin distribution in the Z-direction. As a
result, the standard deviations (σ) of these distributions increased right after pulling
(Fig. 2.5e). When we measure the radius of gyration (Rg) to quantify the cluster size
of actin networks, we also find instantaneous jumps similar to those in the filament
alignment and recruitment results (Fig. 2.5f). These instant stretches eventually
shape actin networks into thinner actin bundles. Furthermore, these actin bundles
maintain their geometric structures at a longer timescale. The F-actin distribution
of actin bundle networks shifts slightly towards the force direction after 150 seconds
of chemical evolution (Fig. 2.5a), but the shape and the standard deviation from
the mean, σ, remain almost the same (Fig. 2.5d-e). In addition, the contraction
rate, measured as the rate of Rg change (Ṙg =
∆Rg
∆t
), is much slower than that for
the actin globular clusters in the control case without force application (Fig. 2.5g).
These observations are consistent with the slower F-actin accumulation rate in the
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Figure 2.5: (a) F-actin distribution along the force direction (Z-axis) of the most
representative trajectory before the 4th pulling at t = 600 s (blue), after the 4th
pulling at t = 601 s (orange), and after the long-timescale chemical evolution at t
= 750 s (yellow). (b-d) Corresponding simulation snapshots before pulling, after
pulling, and after chemical evolution, respectively. (e) Standard deviations (σ) of
the F-actin distribution along the force direction before pulling (blue), after pulling
(orange), and after 150 s of chemical evolution (yellow) at the third, fourth, and
fifth pulling events. σ are averaged over 10 duplicated trajectories, and error bars
represent the standard errors. (f) The radius of gyration, Rg and (g) the rate of Rg
change, Ṙg, of actin networks in Case i with 500 nm pulling (red) and in Case iv
without pulling (green). Shaded colors and error bars are the standard deviations
of 10 duplicated trajectories for Case i and 5 duplicated trajectories for Case iv.
bundle region, as shown in Fig. 2.4b, suggesting that the actin bundle structure is
more stable than the actin cluster. These results are also in agreement with the fact
that the actin bundle can preserve its shape and would not contract into clusters
under myosin driven contractility at longer timescale.
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2.4 Discussions
Mechanotransduction is the process by which cells convert mechanical stimuli
into biochemical activity. A key aspect of the mechanotransduction is that cells
remodel their cytoskeleton in response to mechanical stimuli. To study external
force-induced adaption of the actin cytoskeleton, AFM was used to apply exter-
nal, tensile forces on single cells adherent on a substrate. Cell responses measured
through probe displacement over time are directly dependent on the intrinsic con-
tractility that modulates the function of the actomyosin apparatus. The observed
rapid rise in actin fiber alignment upon tensile force stimulation contrasts with
the continuous growth of actin fluorescence intensity, leading to our hypothesis of
“mechanics before chemistry”: fast mechanical stimulation-induced actin bundle
alignment, followed by a slower chemical driven process to stabilize the actin bundle
structure.
To explore this hypothesis, we developed a new feature in the MEDYAN soft-
ware that mimics the conditions of our AFM mechanical stimulation experiments.
Our simulation results reveal that tensile force triggers a rapid mechanical adap-
tation of actin networks that induces actin filament to align along the direction of
force application, and promotes actin bundle formation. We also found that slower
chemical evolution is essential to the formation of actin bundle, which requires the
integration of actin networks through α-actinin crosslinking followed by myosin ac-
tivation and eventual further actin recruitment to the bundle. Moreover, we found







Figure 2.6: Motor-driven chemical evolutions generate contractility that induces
the geometric collapse of the actin network. In random networks without external
forces, the geometric collapse would be isotropic, causing filaments to cluster into
globular foci (a). However, the external tensile force inducing filament directional
alignment that favors anisotropic chemical evolutions, results in filament bundling
(b).
slower than networks free of external force.
Thus, our simulations agree with the experiments, supporting a “mechanics
before chemistry” hypothesis as an alternative two-step explanation regarding how
active cytoskeletal networks adapt to external mechanical stimuli in real-time. In
the control case of actin networks without external forces, actomyosin network con-
traction does not have a bias towards a specific direction, leading to an isotopic
collapse into globular actin clusters (Fig. 2.6a). The external tensile force first
stretches the actin cytoskeletal network, forcing filaments to align, as a rapid me-
chanical response, which initializes anisotropic actin bundle-like structures. Longer
time scale chemical processes further stabilize the actin bundle structures that can
preserve the anisotropy (Fig. 2.6b). As a result, the contractility generated by
subsequent chemical evolution follows the anisotropic distribution, which strength-
ens actin bundles by recruiting more actin filaments while maintaining the bundle
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shape.
Actin cytoskeleton plays a crucial role in maintaining cellular shape and sup-
porting force transmission to and from extracellular substrates. Numerous stud-
ies have demonstrated the direct coupling between mechanical forces and chemical
signaling. Mechanical stretch alters conformation of integrins such that their cyto-
plasmic β-tails provide binding sites for focal adhesion proteins [124] and further
induce assembly of an adhesion complex at the site of force application [125, 126].
This process is followed by actin stress fiber remodeling, which is necessary to re-
distribute physical forces needed for cell contraction and to enable cell adaptation
to the extracellular microenvironment [127, 128]. Moreover, sensing of substrate
stiffness via integrins further triggers the adaptation of cellular cytoskeleton in less
than 100 ms [129], proposing a ‘mechanics first’ mechanism of cellular response that
supports our hypothesis. Thus, when the cell experiences an external force, the
cytoskeletal adaptation will first elicit the actin fiber rearrangements (mechanical)
before spending ATP to initiate the chemical reactions (chemical).
This work also suggests that motor-driven contractility potentially plays an
indispensable role in the stress fiber formation. To form a stress-fiber-like actin
bundle, the number of myosin and other accessory proteins such as crosslinkers
should generate sufficient contractility that can contract the network over at a similar
speed as external force induced deformation. Comparing to stress fibers that consist
of 10-30 filaments [51], actin bundles in this work are thicker. In the simualtion,
the upper section of the bundle has around 30 actin filament, which are the AFM
attached filaments, and the bottom section has more filaments that does not tightly
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bundle together. The thickness of the bundle may be regulated by the step size
of AFM pulling event, where a larger step size may decrease the bundle thickness,
and an filament adhesion site at the lower part of the network may help to bundle
the network. The thinner upper region versus thicker lower region topology may
be linked to the shear thinning of the gel-like actin network. In addition, there
may be a maximum tensile force that an bundle can endure. The binding between
AFM probe and actin cytoskeleton is realized through non-covalent bond among
matrix proteins, integrins and cytoskeletal proteins, and a large enough force should
be able to induce the disconnection between cytoskeleton and AFM probe. In the
priming stage of experiment (before 2000 s), a small pulling force of 0.4 pN did
not trigger significant alignment or intensity change, indicating there may be also
a minimal force threshold to trigger the cytoskeleton remodeling. What are these
maximum and minimum force thresholds for actin bundle remodeling and how they
are regulated should be investigated in the future.
It should be noted that the alignment in the experiment was measured based
on actin bundle, but the alignment in the simulation counts the orientations of
all filaments. It is infeasible to measure the alignment of actin filaments in the
experiment due to resolution limit, and it is also impractical to simulate a system
contains multiple bundles due to the high computational cost. Therefore, we did
not attempt to directly compare experimental results with simulation. Instead, the
experiment is more of an inspiration for the simulation design.
In summary, we integrated in vitro cellular biophysical experiments with in
silico modeling to investigate the effects of external load on the actin cytoskeleton
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network. The experimental data and our modeling results suggest that under tensile
force actin filaments align first, and then contractility induced by chemical evolution
takes place to further restructure the cytoskeleton. The mechanical stimulation of
stationary cells (in vitro or in tissue) represents an intermediary state of dynamic
adaptation to stress of stationary cells placed in a mechanically active environment
(i.e., vessel wall). Thus, our results suggest that in this intermediate cellular state,
short timescale mechanical structural adaptation operates before chemical evolution
necessary to further remodel the actin network. This study lays the groundwork for
further studies related to predicting cellular adaptation to mechanical stimulation,
which will be important for understanding diseases that involve changes of cellular
stiffness, e.g., in cancer, hypertension and aging.
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Chapter 3: Exploring Actin Filament Assembly in Dendritic Net-
works
This chapter is adapted from Qin Ni and Garegin A Papoian. “Turnover versus
treadmilling in actin network assembly and remodeling”. Cytoskeleton. ; 76:
562– 570. (2019) [36]
3.1 Introduction
Cells move and adapt their shape to the environment by relying on rapid
turnover of their actin cytoskeletal network. These remodeling processes are intri-
cately regulated by numerous actin-binding proteins, such that distinct cytoskeletal
microarchitectures and functional behaviors emerge depending on the cell type or
the environmental conditions [28, 130, 131]. For example, motile cells on a flat sub-
strate project pseudo-two-dimensional protrusions, called lamellipodia, based on a
rapidly remodeling, dendritic actin mesh [43,60]. Many cells contain another impor-
tant actin structure under the plasma membrane that establishes cell’s morphology,
called the cortex, which turns over at significantly longer timescales [42, 132]. On
the other hand, the turnover of in vitro actin networks is usually much slower than
in living cells, which, in turn, leads to yet another set of distinct geometric and
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mechanical patterns [15,21,24].
The turnover dynamics of actin networks are driven by many processes, includ-
ing growth and depolymerization of actin filaments, branching and growth of daugh-
ter filaments, and de novo nucleation of new filaments from the cytosol. Kinetics of
an individual actin filament are highly polarized, the barbed end favoring monomeric
actin (G-actin) association, while the pointed end undergoing preferential dissoci-
ation, producing net filament treadmilling towards the barbed end direction [3].
Treadmilling causes filaments to act like motors by converting chemical energy into
mechanical force that is responsible for important cellular activities such as pro-
truding the plasma membrane [5,133]. Often treadmilling is viewed as being nearly
synonymous to turnover, however, the latter being defined phenomenologically via
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) experiments [37, 39, 43, 134].
In this work, we carefully distinguish between these two phenomena, finding in-
stances where they are clearly distinct.
The same processes that govern turnover dynamics of actin networks also reg-
ulate their mechanical behaviors. For example, force generation in highly dendritic
networks is quite different from networks lacking nucleators, which are comprised
of long unbranched filaments. In the cases of the former networks, such as found
in lamellipodia, Arp2/3 is activated at the leading edge, driving branching of nu-
merous short filaments that generate strong protrusion forces [28, 60, 84]. Further-
more, to maximize force generation, elongation of filaments has to be curtailed [35].
Therefore, how turnover is regulated in dendritic versus unbranched networks has
important implications on the fundamental mechanisms of force generation in these
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Figure 3.1: (a) A schematic diagram illustrates the list of reactions governing den-
dritic actin network growth studied in this work. Actin assembly and disassembly
occur at the both ends of a filament: at the barbed end actin polymerization is
faster than depolymerization, leading to filament elongation; however, the polymer-
ization at the pointed end is insignificant, resulting in filament shortening. Arp2/3
complex binds to a preexisting mother filament and nucleates a daughter filament
with capped pointed end. Arp2/3 complex can dissociate from the pointed end of a
brancher and release a free pointed end. Capping protein (CP) binds to free barbed
end and terminates both polymerization and depolymerization. (b) A snapshot is
shown from a MEDYAN simulation of an 2µm×2µm×2µm dendritic actin network
comprised of Cactin = 15µM , CArp2/3 = 50nM and CCP = 50nM . Actin filaments are
drawn as red cylinders; bound Arp2/3 molecules are drawn as green spheres; and
bound CPs are drawn as blue spheres.
systems.
Treadmilling of an individual actin filament is intricately regulated by var-
ious proteins. For example, it can be disrupted by capping protein (CP), which
attaches to the filament barbed end and terminates barbed elongation [28, 35]. On
the other hand, direct nucleation from cytosolic G-actin is extremely slow, there-
fore requiring assistance of nucleators, such as Arp2/3 or formin. Arp2/3 complex
branches daughter filaments from preexisting mother filaments, helping to generate
a dendritic network [30], while formin can directly nucleate linear filaments by ag-
gregating G-actin monomers [7, 135]. In prior experimental works, actin turnover
dynamics investigated using FRAP relied on simple mathematical models to in-
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terpret their measurements [15, 37, 43, 136]. However, the relative contributions of
treadmilling versus de novo nucleation to overall turnover has remained unclear due
to the resolution limit of FRAP and the lack of stochastic elaboration of the previous
models.
In recent years, several computational models have been developed to simulate
complex cytoskeletal networks. In some works, turnover has been used as a tun-
able parameter to investigate properties of cytoskeletal systems including structural
transformation of actin bundles [116], viscosity of crosslinked actin networks [23],
tension generation and network morphology of actomyosin networks [137], and ge-
ometric contraction of actomyosin networks [77]. In particular, a recent work has
shown that enhanced treadmilling fluidizes jammed actomyosin networks and there
is an optimum threadmilling rate exists for maximal contractility [20]. However,
the turnover dynamics itself has not been carefully investigated, while the turnover
process has been commonly modeled in a highly simplistic manner.
Therefore, to gain deeper understanding into how older filament treadmilling
and de novo filament formation modulate actin network turnover, we carried out
mechanochemical simulations of actin network formation and growth, including the
reactions between actin, Arp2/3 complex, formin and CP (Fig. 3.1). Our 3D struc-
tural model is based on microscopic physical chemistry of actin networks, relying
on the MEDYAN force field and simulation package (Mechanochemical Dynamics of
Active Networks), which combines a stochastic reaction-diffusion engine with poly-
mer physics treatment of active matter [20]. We carried out MEDYAN simulations
of various systems having a linear dimensions of 2 microns for 2,000 seconds each,
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hence, reaching experimentally meaningful length- and timescales.
In this chapter, we focus on uncovering the relative contributions of tread-
milling and other processes to actin network turnover. Our simulations suggest that
it is convenient to categorize actin dynamics into two subgroups based on whether
a particular actin filament existed or not at the beginning of turnover timescale
measurement time window (which is further elaborated below). We denoted the
former as “preexisting” filaments, which tend to be long and unfavorable for force
generation, while filaments that come into existence after the observation start time
are denoted as de novo filaments. Importantly, this framework mimics the concep-
tual idea of FRAP experiments that quantify turnover in actin networks. Our study
addresses the following two questions about the regulation of actin turnover: (1) in
what relative proportions do preexisting filaments’ treadmilling and assembly of de
novo filaments contribute to the global turnover? (2) How does CP affect turnover
dynamics by regulating treadmilling and nucleation processes? Our MEDYAN sim-
ulation results show that preexisting filament treadmilling is the main contributor
to the turnover under most circumstances. However, we found that reducing CP
dissociation strongly enhances the de novo assembly contribution, in particular, be-
cause of increased cytosolic G-actin concentration. Furthermore, CP also promotes
both uncapped filament elongation and nucleation, nevertheless, without affecting
the overall turnover timescale. Although it is generally believed that rapid turnover
is accompanied by rapid treadmilling, we found that fast turnover can also occur




All simulations performed in this work were carried out in MEDYAN [20]. The
chemical reactions considered in our studies include filament polymerization and
depolymerization at both barbed ends and pointed ends, CP binding and unbinding
to filament barbed ends, Arp2/3 branching, and formin based linear nucleation.
Each polymerization or binding reaction of CP consumes a diffusing molecule from
a compartment and adds it to a barbed end or a pointed end that is located in the
same compartment, and vice versa for depolymerization and unbinding reactions.
The Arp2/3 binds to a mother filament and branches a one monomer long daughter
filament with pointed end capped. The disassociation of Arp2/3 will release that
molecule to the solution phase, creating a free pointed end. We also consider the
destruction of a filament, which only happens if the filament shortens to become
a dimer. The reaction models and parameters are greatly elaborated in Appendix
B.1.1 - B1.4.
In this work, we initialized all networks starting with 100 seed filaments, each
with two monomers, and varying CG−actin, CArp2/3, Cformin, and CCP in a non-
periodic cubic box having a linear dimension of 2µm. Dendritic and disordered
networks were generated within a few seconds as the initial CG−actin was much greater
than the critical concentration (Fig. B.9) [123, 138]. All networks were allowed to
evolve for 2000 seconds. Statistical analysis of filament lengths indicated that all
systems reached a steady state after several hundred seconds (Fig. B.3). The
simulation data were sampled each second after a steady state was reached. The
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presented results were each averaged over 5 independent trajectories. Further details
on the measurements of turnover halftime and treadmilling rate can be found in
Appendix B.1.5.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Actin network turnover is mainly driven by treadmilling of pre-
existing filaments.
We initialized Arp2/3 containing networks by adding Arp2/3, CPs and 100
seed filaments to a diffusing G-actin cytosolic pool, with the latter concentrations
ranging from 3 − 25µM . The initial concentration of G-actin is much higher than
the critical concentration [123], thus filaments start rapidly polymerizing, converting
almost all monomeric G-actin into polymeric F-actin upon reaching the steady state
(Fig. B.9). To quantify turnover, we monitored the actin dynamics over the whole
system and calculated turnover halftime (t1/2, the time required for 50% of filaments
to undergo turnover) after reaching the steady state via a process similar to the
FRAP method. Further details about the simulation protocol and the parameters
are provided in the Methods section and the Appendix B. The typical range of values
for t1/2 ∼ 100s observed in our simulations (Fig. 3.2a) are similar to the timescales
observed in some in vitro systems [15,24].
We found that the actin filaments treadmill towards their barbed ends (Fig.
3.2b) while maintaining a stable average length (Fig. B.3). Compared to networks
with a constant number of filaments, networks that allow nucleation and destruction
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of filaments are more dynamic, with a broader filament length distribution. At
earlier stages of network evolution, numerous new filaments are created by Arp2/3
nucleation in proportion to actin concentration, Cactin. Subsequently, after evolving
for hundreds of seconds, the total number of filaments becomes nearly constant due
to balancing of filament nucleation and destruction activities (Fig. 3.2c-d), which
brings the network to a dynamic equilibrium.
It is difficult to directly disentangle the effects of filament treadmilling and nu-
cleation since they are correlated: growth of de novo filament requires treadmilling.
Instead, we calculated the fractional contributions to turnover of two subpopula-
tions, namely, preexisting filaments and de novo filaments, where de novo filaments
are defined as the filaments nucleated during each t1/2 measurement. These results
show that overall remodeling of the actin network is mostly driven by preexisting
filament treadmilling regardless of actin concentration (Fig. 3.2e) and is nearly in-
dependent of the nucleator concentration (which is additionally discussed in section
2.3). To further examine the effect of nucleator, we passivated the Arp2/3 binding
reaction after reaching a steady state, finding that inhibiting nucleation had mini-
mal effect on turnover during the first t1/2 measurement (Fig. B.4a). However, these
older networks that lack nucleation were gradually arrested at longer time scales.
Short filaments were rapidly destructed, leading to significant overall reduction in
the total number of filaments (Fig. B.4b). At the very end, the remaining filaments
were trapped at the simulation box boundaries, with the network becoming nearly
static.
In summary, we conclude that although remodeling of homogeneous actin
49














































































































Figure 3.2: All plots are shown as a function of Cactin. (a) A plot of turnover
halftimes (t1/2) indicates that all systems have a similar t1/2 ∼ 100s. (b) Treadmilling
rate is defined as the speed of barbed end elongation, which matches the speed of
pointed ends shortening at a steady state (SS). (c-d) Plots of the total number of
filaments (c) and nucleation rate (d) at an SS are shown. The SS nucleation rate
is balanced with the SS filament destruction rate. (e) The fractions of turnover
contributed by treadmilling of preexisting filaments (blue squares) and de novo
assembly of Arp2/3 nucleated filaments (green triangles) are plotted. All data were
acquired at a steady state (t > 800s), where Arp2/3 and CP concentrations were
fixed at 50nM for all conditions. Error bars represent the standard deviation from
the mean in 5 simulation replicates.
networks is primarily governed by treadmilling of preexisting filaments rather than
nucleation and growth of de novo filaments, however, the latter are essential for
maintaining network dynamics at a steady state.
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3.3.2 Slow CP dissociation promotes actin de novo assembly without
altering global turnover.
CP binds to a filament’s free barbed end, directly inhibiting polymerization.
Interestingly, our results indicate that the turnover and treadmilling timescales of
an actin network are very insensitive to CP’s concentration until almost all barbed
ends are capped (Fig. 3.3 and Fig. B.10). In the latter case, the uncapped barbed
end elongation is significantly promoted as filament capping enhances the cytosolic
G-actin pool, an effect denoted as “funneling” in prior works (Fig. B.5a-b) [123,139].
G-actin funneling also promotes nucleation during both an initial evolution stage and
at a steady state (Fig. B.5c-d), which was also discussed earlier [3,35,60]. However,
our simulations indicate that the resulting faster elongation and nucleation processes
are insufficient to compensate for the extensive loss of free barbed ends after around
90% capping, giving rise to nearly static networks.
In the above presented simulations, the CP dissociation rate (rCP,off ) was
chosen to be 0.04s
−1
, based on prior modeling works [49, 60], which is significantly
slower compared with the estimates obtained from some in vivo studies [43, 140].
On the other hand, even slower CP dissociation rates on the order of 0.0004s
−1
have
also been reported primarily for in vitro systems [35, 141, 142], creating an overall
dynamic range covering 3 orders of magnitude. Thus, we next explored to what
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Figure 3.3: (a) Plots of the turnover halftimes and (b) treadmilling rates are shown
as a function of the capped fraction of barbed ends. Significant slowdown of both
turnover and treadmilling only occur at a very high capping fraction (more than
90%). The capped fraction as a function of CCP is shown in Fig. B.6 Arp2/3 con-
centration is fixed at 50nM under all conditions. Error bars represent the standard
deviation from the mean in 5 simulation replicates.
pendent of capping dissociation rate (Fig. 3.4a and Fig. B.11). However, de novo
filament assembly is greatly enhanced when capped filament fraction increases due to




, as shown in Fig. 3.4b).
In these systems, CPs tend to stay at capped filament ends at a timescale similar
to or longer than the turnover timescale. Since treadmilling of preexisting filaments
is highly inhibited when CP dissociation rates are low, this, in turn, promotes en-
hanced assembly of de novo filaments. Somewhat surprisingly, this promotion is
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Figure 3.4: Plots of (a) t1/2 and (b) the de novo filament assembly contribution
to the turnover are shown as a function of the capped fraction of barbed ends.
Varying the CP dissociation rate does not appreciably affect the turnover profile
in (a). As seen in (b), preexisting filament treadmilling is the main contributor to










and no dissociation). Under the ”no dissociation” condition, the CP would
not dissociate from barbed ends unless a filament had been destroyed by pointed
end depolymerization. The CP association rate was kept at 3.98(µM ⋅ s)−1, with
Cactin = 5µM and CArp2/3v = v50nM . Error bars represent the standard deviation
from the mean in 5 simulation replicates.
sharply peaked at ∼ 90% fraction of capped filaments.
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3.3.3 Arp2/3 and formin promote turnover via dissimilar treadmilling
profiles.
Arp2/3 complex branches dendritic filaments with capped pointed ends, while
formin nucleates linear filaments and attaches to filaments’ barbed ends. Regardless
of the distinct nucleation mechanism, both nucleators regulate the total number of
filaments in a somewhat similar way, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5b and Fig. B.7d. At
low nucleator concentrations (< 0.05µM), treadmilling is slow (Fig. 3.5a and Fig.
B.7b) because more filaments are capped by CPs (Fig. B.8d and Fig. B.7e). In this
case, turnover is rather sensitive to the nucleator concentration (Fig. 3.5d, left and
Fig. B.7a).
Turnover becomes faster and less sensitive to nucleators as their concentrations
further increase (Fig. 3.5d, right and Fig. B.12), however, distinct treadmilling
profiles emerge for Arp2/3 versus formin. In Arp2/3 based networks, treadmilling
rate is a biphasic function with a sharp maximum at CArp2/3 ∼ 0.03µM (Fig. 3.5a).
As a result, turnover halftime at high CArp2/3 is does not decrease below t1/2 ∼ 60s.
Unlike Arp2/3, treadmilling does not slow down at high concentrations of formin,
such that very fast turnover rates can be achieved (t1/2 ∼ 10s, Fig. B.7a).
The contrasting treadmilling profiles of Arp2/3 and formin at high concen-
trations can be attributed to three different causes. Firstly, barbed end elongation
is strictly balanced with pointed end shortening at a steady state. Similar to CP,
Arp2/3 caps the pointed end, also hindering the overall treadmilling process. Sec-
ondly, binding affinity between the Arp2/3 complex and the mother filament is
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strong [130]. Hence, we assume that filament depolymerization cannot pass through
the branch point. Thirdly, nucleation and treadmilling compete with each other for
G-actin. Therefore, the more nucleators a system contains, the less G-actin is avail-
able for polymerization. Consequently, treadmilling is inhibited in highly dendritic
networks. In contrast, although the reduction of G-actin as Cformin concentration
increases also occurs in linear formin networks, this still leads to relatively rapid
treadmilling rates, which albeit level off (see Fig. B.7c).
Surprisingly, Arp2/3 concentration has minimal impact on the contribution of
de novo filaments to actin turnover (Fig. B.8a). We suggest the following explana-
tion for this apparent lack of sensitivity. Preexisting filaments and de novo filaments
polymerize at similar speeds, thus their relative contributions to the turnover are
mainly dependent on the ratio of filament numbers in the two subpopulations. Since
adding more Arp2/3 simultaneously increases the number of preexisting filaments
and de novo filaments to the same extent, their fractional contributions would not
change as a function of CArp2/3. Another reason for the weak dependence of de
novo filaments’ contribution to treadmilling is based on de novo filaments being
usually shorter than preexisting filaments, making them more prone to complete
disassembly.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we studied turnover dynamics of actin networks using a micro-
scopic, structure based mechanochemical 3D model, called MEDYAN, which simul-
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Figure 3.5: Various physical and geometrical observables are plotted as a function
of the Arp2/3 concentration, CArp2/3: a) the filament treadmilling rate, (b) the total
number of filaments, (c) the steady state filament nucleation rate and (d) the color
map of t1/2. (a) The treadmilling speed profiles reach a maximum at CArp2/3 = 20nM
for Cactin = 5µM and CArp2/3 = 30nM for Cactin = 10µM and 15µM . (b-c) Increase
of the total number of filaments and of the SS nucleation rate confirm that CArp2/3
directly promotes filament nucleation. (d) The turnover halftime decreases with
increasing the Arp2/3 concentration. Left of the solid line: the turnover timescale
is sensitively promoted by CArp2/3; right of the solid line: the turnover timescale is
insensitive to CArp2/3. The CP concentration was fixed at 50nM under all conditions.
Error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean in 5 simulation replicates.
taneously treats stochastic chemistry, molecular diffusion and filament mechanics.
Our results suggest that a useful general framework for gaining deeper insights into
the organization of turnover processes is to analyze two distinct filamentous actin
subpopulations. More specifically, we quantified contributions of preexisting fila-
ment treadmilling and de novo filament assembly to turnover. We define turnover
as global remodeling process of the actin network, which can be probed via ex-
perimental approaches, such as FRAP. We found that actin remodeling is mainly
determined by preexisting filament treadmilling. However, at low CP dissociation
rates, the contribution of de novo filament nucleation and assembly becomes sig-
nificant. Since longer filaments in less branched networks are unfavorable for force
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generation [35, 84, 143], slow CP dissociation conditions are expected to produce a
more mechanically active actin network.
Although it may be implicitly assumed that individual filament treadmilling
is equivalent to network turnover, we found clear instances where this is not so.
For example, our simulations have revealed that in highly dendritic networks rapid
turnover is accompanied by slow filament treadmilling. In this case, reduction of
the treadmilling rate is compensated by growth of the total number of filaments, at
conditions where either nucleator or CP concentrations are enhanced.
Conceptually, treadmilling describes the microscopic dynamics of an individual
filament and may result in a force generation. On the other hand, turnover is
more commonly described as an experimentally measurable property via FRAP that
captures global remodeling of actin networks. The separate analyses of local filament
treadmilling and global network turnover in this work help to better understand the
relationship between these interrelated phenomena, shedding light on the overall
organization of actin network self-assembly dynamics.
Two theories have been developed to describe how CP regulates remodeling
of dendritic networks. Actin funneling hypothesis, proposed by [123] suggests that
barbed end capping would enhance the cytosolic G-actin concentration, which, in
turn, would lead to faster elongation of uncapped filaments. Detailed microscopic
simulations have both supported and elaborated on this idea [60]. Other workers
introduced another hypothesis, called “monomer gating”, as a further elaboration
of the actin funneling effect. This theory suggests that increased cytosolic G-actin
concentration tends to promote Arp2/3 branching rather than elongation of free
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barbed ends, hence, leading to more dendritic networks [35, 144]. Interestingly,
our findings indicate that systems containing CPs having high dissociation rates
follow the actin funneling hypothesis regardless of the Arp2/3 concentration. On
the other hand, the “monomer gating” mechanism becomes more operative in our
simulations when CP dissociation rates are slow enough, providing G-actin molecules
more opportunities to engage in the nucleation reaction and thus promoting de novo
filament assembly.
We investigated the effects of two types nucleators in this work: branching by
Arp2/3 and linear nucleation by formin. Arp2/3 requires activation by WAVE or
WASP families of proteins [9, 130], however, for the sake of simplicity, we ignored
activation of Arp2/3 itself. Our conclusion of treadmilling inhibition at high Arp2/3
concentrations is partially based on the assumption that Arp2/3 complex blocks the
depolymerization of mother filaments. Although this assumption is supported by the
observation of strong binding affinity between Arp2/3 and actin filaments [130,142],
it has not been directly proven.
The turnover timescales observed in our simulations fall within the range mea-
sured for in vitro actin networks [15,24], however, in vivo experiments reported much
faster dynamics [37, 43, 145, 146]. It is presumed that the discrepancy between the
in vitro and in vivo rates is due to the lack of profilin-actin in formin based net-
works [8, 140], and also lack of ADF/cofilin [15, 147] in many in vitro experiments
(and our current simulations). Motor proteins, such as myosin II, can also affect the
turnover dynamics [134], which should be explored in future work.
We also would like to point out that G-actin concentrations reported in vivo
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can be up to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the typical critical G-actin con-
centration created by filament treadmilling in vitro (a detailed compilation of the
experimentally measured actin concentrations in various cell types can be found
in [148]). However, maintaining such high G-actin concentrations at a steady state
would lead to extremely fast elongation rates that do not appear to be physiological
reasonable. Consequently, it is believed that only a small fraction of overall cytosolic
G-actin is activated in vivo at any instant [131, 149]. Including explicit modeling
of G-actin activation, as more relevant experimental data become available, would
present another interesting avenue for future research.
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Chapter 4: The formation of cortex-like and ring-like actomyosin
structures
This chapter is adapted from: Qin Ni, Kaustubh Wagh, Arpita Upadhyaya and
Garegin A Papoian. “Filament treadmilling induces phase transition in actomyosin
networks.” In preparation. (2020)
Author contributions: Q.N. and G.A.P. performed the computer simulations (Sec-
tion 4.2.1 to 4.2.3, part of Section 4.2.4, and Figure 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4). K.W. and
A.P. performed the experiments (part of Section 4.2.4, and Figure 4.2). All authors
wrote the manuscript.
4.1 Introduction
A shell-like cortex is ubiquitously found under the cell membrane of eukary-
otic cells, which is primarily comprised of actin and myosin. It is characterized
by a mesh geometry, playing an indispensable role in defining cellular shape and
cell’s mechanochemical responses [28, 42]. The actin filaments within the cortex
are highly dynamic, undergoing rapid polymerization and depolymerization, sub-
ject to contractile forces from myosin motors [114, 150]. Polymerization is highly
polarized: monomeric actin (G-actin) binds to the barbed ends of a filament and
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polymeric actin (F-actin) dissociates from the pointed end in a process called tread-
milling [3, 130]. As a consequence, the actin cortex is a dynamically polymorphic
structure that is capable of rapidly remodeling in response to biochemical signals
and physical stimuli [24, 151]. Improper assembly of the actin cortex hampers cel-
lular functions [152,153]. A similar structure can be found in immune cells, such as
T cells, the latter reorganizing their actin network upon stimulation by an antigen-
presenting cell into a quasi 2D actin ring that sequesters different signaling com-
plexes in separate concentric domains [46, 73, 74, 154]. While the actin cortex and
actin ring are indispensable for the normal functioning of all organisms, the funda-
mental physical mechanisms underlying the formation of these structures are still
not well understood.
In remarkable contrast to the shell-like or ring-like networks ubiquitously seen
in living cells, in vitro experiments primarily produce actomyosin networks com-
prised of clusters that originate from global geometric collapse due to myosin’s con-
tractile activity [20–22, 24, 25, 137]. We hypothesized that this apparent disparity
between the prevailing actomyosin architectures formed in in vitro versus those in
vivo may arise from the notable difference in the corresponding treadmilling rates:
in vitro networks reconstituted from purified proteins exhibit treadmilling rates that
are often much slower than those observed in vivo. Therefore, to probe this idea, one
would like to systematically explore how the treadmilling rate affects the actomyosin
network architecture. This is a difficult experimental task, requiring careful control
of molecular machinery and actin polymerization kinetics. On the other hand, such
limitations can be overcome by computer simulations, which provide a powerful way
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to capture the complex chemistry and mechanics of the active cytoskeleton, bringing
also significant mechanistic insights.
In order to find a minimal set of conditions that lead to the formation of
rings and cortices, we used the MEDYAN (Mechanochemical Dynamics of Ac-
tive Networks) simulation framework. MEDYAN couples sophisticated treatment
of complex cytoskeletal reactions, polymer mechanics, and mechanochemical feed-
backs to simulate complex actomyosin networks at experimentally meaningful length
and time-scales at a single molecule resolution [20]. It’s chemical engine models a
large variety of cytoskeletal reactions, such as treadmilling, nucleation by formin,
and non-muscle myosin II (NMII) binding and walking, via a stochastic reaction-
diffusion scheme. The mechanical engine employs a coarse-grained representation of
semi-flexible actin filaments as connected cylinders, treating filament bending and
stretching deformations and steric interactions, as well as NMII and linker crosslink-
ing potentials. MEDYAN also captures various mechanochemical feedbacks of ac-
tomyosin networks, for example, relying on the Brownian ratchet model [89]. Using
MEDYAN simulations, we discovered that increasing the speed of filament tread-
milling induces a phase transition from large clusters to actin rings and cortices.
Furthermore, our corresponding quantitative measurements on live Jurkat T cells
provide experimental support for the idea that the tug of war between filament
treadmilling and myosin induced contraction determines whether a ring near the




4.2.1 Filament treadmilling generates disordered actin networks
We initialized de novo networks in MEDYAN with some seed filaments, 40 µM
diffusing G-actin, and 100 nM filament nucleators. To reduce the computational
cost, most of the simulations were carried out in a quasi-2D cylindrical geometry
with a diameter similar to that human cells (3.8 to 10 µm in diameter and 200 nm
in height). Filament treadmilling is a complex dynamic process consisting of poly-
merization and depolymerization at both ends, and thus, direct manipulation of the
filament treadmilling rate (rTM) is not physiologically reasonable. For simplicity,
we tune the barbed end polymerization rate constant and pointed end depolymer-
ization rate constants to mimic the effects of treadmilling promoters such as formin,
profilin and cofilin [8, 15, 147], and measure the actual speed of treadmilling. We
define rTM as the average barbed end elongation rate, which is also equal to the
shortening rate of the pointed end at steady state (see Supplementary Information,
SI, for details).
We first modeled networks in the absence of NMIIs and linkers at different
average treadmilling rates (⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.57 s-1, 1.41 s-1, and 2.21 s-1) and found that
disordered actin networks were created at all treadmilling conditions tested. We
quantified the spatiotemporal evolution of the network geometry by plotting the
median of the radial filament density distribution, Rmedian, as a function of time.
In NMII-free networks, we observed a relatively uniform filament density across
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the network regardless of treadmilling rates (Fig. C.1d-f, and Fig. C.3). In this
case, the network geometry is dominated by stochastic, non-preferential filament
treadmilling. The boundary effect, based on the Brownian Ratchet model, also
plays a role as the boundary repulsion force inhibits the barbed end polymerization
such that filaments reaching the boundary rapidly depolymerize and eventually get
destroyed. The loss of filaments through depolymerization is compensated by the
nucleation of new filaments, resulting in dynamic but stable disordered structures.
4.2.2 Actin rings and cortices formation upon enhancing filament
treadmilling rates
Next we initialized the same actin network as described above for 300 s and
then added NMIIs to explore how they affects actin network geometry. We find that
the addition of NMIIs and alpha-actinin into slow-treadmilling networks (rTM =
0.56s
−1
) induces geometric collapse of filaments into actin clusters (Fig. 4.1b-iii).
This geometric pattern is consistent with prior in vitro and in silico works on con-
tractile actomyosin networks [21, 22, 24, 25], where contractility can be defined as a
symmetry breaking event accompanied by a geometric collapse of the network. Al-
though the size and location of actin clusters vary significantly between duplicated
trajectories (Fig. C.1c), the decreasing Rmedian suggests that the overall collapse is
centripetal (Fig. 4.1a-iii).
It is reasonable to assume that treadmilling and geometric collapse are two
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Figure 4.1: (a) Normalized median of filament radial density distribution (Rmedian)
at different treadmilling speeds. The treadmilling rate (⟨rTM ⟩) is defined as the
average number of actin monomers added per filament per second at the barbed
ends - equivalent to the rate of F-actin depletion from the pointed ends - after
reaching the kinetic steady state (SI-2). 0.06 µM of NMII and 4 µM of alpha-actinin
were added at 301 s. The inset figure is a snapshot at t = 300 s of networks with
⟨rTM ⟩ = 2.05s−1. 5 runs per condition. The shaded color and error bars represents
the standard deviation across trajectories. (b-c) The representative snapshots at
each treadmilling condition (b) and their filament radial density distribution, ρ(r)
(c). Dash lines in (c) indicate the position of Rmedian. (d) The representative
snapshot of ring-like networks with 80 µM actin (left), and ρ(r) of actin rings with
40 µM actin and 80 µM actin. ⟨rTM ⟩ = 1.35 s-1. (e) A snapshot of 3D cortex-like
networks (left) and a slice showing the internal structure (right). (a,b,d,e) Actin
filaments are red cylinders, NMIIs are blue cylinders and linkers are green cylinders
in all snapshots. All scale bars are 1 µm.
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the network, while NMII tends to trap filaments into clusters. We thus explored
the changes in the actin network geometry by increasing the treadmilling rate while
maintaining the presence of NMIIs as a constant variable. Although filament nucle-
ation occurs stochastically throughout the entire network and there is no arbitrary
filament tethering near the boundary, filaments steadily accumulate at the network
edge after the addition of NMII to rapid-treadmilling networks (Fig. 4.1a-i). During
this process, we observed that many filaments were deformed by NMII, gradually
changing their orientation from perpendicular to the boundary to parallel (Video
5). After allowing the system to evolve for several hundred seconds, actin networks
transform into ring-like structures (Fig. 4.1b-i).
The thickness of the actin ring is approximately a few hundred nanometers,
and the thickness of actin ring increases as actin concentration increases (Fig. 4.1c).
Most filaments in actin rings are oriented parallel to the boundary (Fig. C.5), and
filaments or small actin clusters undergo an azimuthal flow at the boundary (Video
6). The same 2D ring-like patterns are observed on a much larger length scale (Fig.
C.6), and hollow spherical cortex-like patterns emerge if we extend the model to
three dimensions (Fig. 4.1d).
The formation of ring-like actin networks is strongly correlated with the tread-
milling rate. By plotting the distribution of Rmedian at different ⟨rTM ⟩, we are able
to define two geometric states. To form ring-like geometry, ⟨rTM ⟩ has to be above
a certain threshold, which is between 0.65 and 0.94 s
−1
in our simulations (Fig.
4.3a-b, and Fig. C.4a). In the ring state, Rmedian is higher and has less dispersion.
Networks tend to geometrically collapse with ⟨rTM ⟩ below this threshold, with lower
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Rmedian but higher dispersion. Networks with ⟨rTM ⟩ close to this threshold rate
can sometimes form a mixture of clusters and rings (Fig. 4.1b-ii). We also notice
that networks with higher treadmilling rate require shorter time to transform into
ring-like structures after the addition of NMII.
Interestingly, this change of Rmedian from cluster state to ring state displays
a sharp increase (Fig. 4.2b). We then examined the system energy as a function
of ⟨rTM ⟩. While the chemical free energy reminds almost the same across different
⟨rTM ⟩ (Fig. C.7), the mechanical energy (UMech) of the system decreases as Rmedian
increases (Fig. 4.2c-d). Moreover, this negative correlation is valid either within the
same structural regimes (ring vursus cluster) or across different structural regimes,
suggesting that the periphery is more energy favorable than the central region.
The distributions of UMech also display a sharp decrease when ⟨rTM ⟩ reaches the
transitional rate, where UMech of actin rings is 2-3 fold lower than that of clusters
(Fig. 4.2, d). These sharp change in order parameter potentially suggests that the
structural change between ring and cluster is a phase transition.
4.2.3 Disrupting treadmilling induces centripetal collapse of actin
rings in vivo and in silico
In order to further understand how treadmilling regulates ring-like actin net-
works, we examined at F-actin in Jurkat T cells, which are known to form ring-like
actomyosin structures that are highly similar to our simulations upon activation by



























































































Figure 4.2: (a) Median of filament radial density distribution (Rmedian) at different




. The shaded color and error bars
represents the standard deviation across trajectories. (b) The box plot of Rmedian
of the last 500 seconds simulation at each treadmilling rate. (c) System mechanical
energy (UMech) of the last 500 seconds simulation and their corresponding Rmedian
at each treadmilling rate. UMech includes the bending energy of actin filaments and
the stretching energy of filaments, motors, and linkers. (d) The box plot of UMech
at each treadmilling rate. (b-d) Data are taken every 100 s during t=1500 - 2000s,
5 runs per condition. (b,d) The top and bottom edges of the box indicate the 25th
and 75th percentiles, the central mark indicates the median, the dash line represents
the extreme data points, and the “+” symbol represents the outliers.
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iments is not feasible, hence we use Latrunculin A (LatA) as a reasonable substitute
to illustrate the same general concepts. LatA is known as a toxin that decreases
the polymerization rate and increases the depolymerization rate by sequestering G-
actin and accelerating phosphate release from ADP-Pi-actin [1, 155, 156]. We used
EGFP-f-tractin, an indirect reporter of F-actin to visualize the actin network as
imaged under total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF). In order to
compare with simulations, we used the fluorescence intensity as a reporter of F-actin
distribution and a normalized Rmedian to quantify the evolution of the network under
LatA inhibition. With weak treadmilling inhibition (CLatA =250 nM), the ring-like
structure is preserved (Fig. 4.3b) as observed in comparison with the vehicle con-
trol (Fig. 4.3a). This shows that with a low inhibition of treadmilling, filament
treadmilling still overweighs myosin driven contraction, dominating the network ge-
ometry. With high doses of LatA, Rmedian rapidly decreases, indicating a collapse
of the network towards the geometric center of the cell (Fig. 4.3c-d). The rate
of centripetal collapse of the actin network increases with increase in CLatA (Fig.
4.3e-f). The dismantling of the actin ring is also accompanied by the formation of
F-actin clusters or bundles (Fig. 4.3f-g).
To compare with in vivo experiments, we perturbed ⟨rTM ⟩ in silico to model
the effect of LatA after ring-like networks are established. For simplicity, we re-
duced the polymerization rate constants and increased the depolymerization rate
constants, and we discovered specific parameter ranges that closely follow the T
cell experiments (see SI-5 for more details). We found that actin rings persist at
weak treadmilling inhibition (Fig. 4.4b), while they collapse into clusters under
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strong inhibition (Fig. 4.4c). Measurements of Rmedian and the rate of collapsing
(Fig. 4.4d-e) at different inhibition conditions indicates the centripetal collapse of
the ring network, as observed in vivo .
4.3 3. Discussion
Detailed mechanochemical modeling of filament treadmilling in MEDYAN
shows a striking morphological transitions in actomyosin networks. We have found
that two distinct types of dynamic patterns emerged under the interplay between
treadmilling rates and NMII contractility in an initially disordered network: (1)
actin clusters in slow-treadmilling networks and (2) actin rings (in 2D) or cortices
(in 3D) in fast-treadmilling networks. Importantly, the formation of these structures
are extremely robust as filament tethering to the boundary or preferential filament
nucleation at the network periphery are not required.
Our energy analysis suggests that comparing to the cluster structure, the
actin ring structure is an energy ground state. The addition of myosin motors
and crosslinkers to an initially disordered actin network induces contractility, cre-
ating an energy trap that attracts actin filaments into clusters (Fig. 4.4g). Rapid
filament treadmilling allows the system to overcome these contractility trap, where
small clusters rapidly dissolve and exchange with their environment. In this case,
the network tends to choose a structure that can reduce its energy. Since the en-
ergy is lower when networks are closed to the periphery (Fig. 4.2c), actin filaments
eventually accumulate at the network periphery that forms actin rings or cortices
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(Fig. 4.4f, higher). On the other hand, networks with slower filament treadmilling
are trapped at the higher energy state. These systems are dominated by myosin-
driven contractility, leading to a non-ergodic state with actin filaments centripetally
collapse of the network (Fig. 4.4f, lower).
Although some earlier computational studies have emphasized how network
morphology is regulated by treadmilling rate [23, 137], the active formation of cor-
tical shell-like or ring-like networks has never been observed. In fact, these geome-
tries have been widely found in other sub-cellular structures such as podosomes and
actin/septin rings in dendritic spines. Unable to observe these general structures
may due to lack of detailed chemical models of filament treadmilling and nucle-
ation. In addition, we believe a non-periodic boundary condition is also required
for actin cortex or ring formation. We observe similar phase-transition-like behav-
ior by tuning filament treadmilling rates (Fig. 4.2b and d). Phase transition in
many biomolecular systems is often driven by passive biomolecular interaction such
as valency effect or binding affinity [157, 158], but in this work we suggest a phase
transition can also be induced by non-equilibrium actomyosin dynamics.
In this work, we have shown that rapid treadmilling and the presence of myosin
are sufficient to create ring-like or cortex-like actomyosin networks in a minimal sys-
tem with confined boundary. However, it is reasonable to believe that filament
tethering to the membrane and preferential nucleation at the boundary can assist
the formation of ring and cortex. On the other hand, Arp2/3 as nucleators poten-
tially play important roles in regulating the mechanical properties of actin rings or
cortices. In spreading T cells, the outer region of actin ring is Arp2/3 enriched,
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creating a dense dendritic network that can potentially exclude myosin, while the
inner region has mostly formin-nucleated filaments. How different nucleator types
affect actin architectures and ring/cortex formation should be explored in future
work. Moreover, we added a constant concentration of alpha-actinin crosslinker in
accompany with myosin in the simulation. The concentration of crosslinkers and
crosslinker types can potentially affect the actin ring/cortex formation by affecting
contractility: higher contractility should be unfavorable for actin ring/cortex for-
mation. Studying the building blocks of these structures can allow us to probe pos-
sible ways to reverse defective organization of cortices, which can help devise novel




In this work, we employed the open-access mechanochemical simulation tool of
active matters (MEDYAN [20]) to investigate the spatialtemporal evolution of actin
networks under different treadmilling and myosin motor conditions. We initialized de
novo networks with 40 µM diffusing G-actin, 100 nM formin and 100 seed filaments
based on their cytoplasmic concentrations measured in vivo [159]. The network is
cylindrical with the effective height of 200 nm, and the effective radius of 1900 nm.
The spherical network has a radius of 2000 nm. With such a high initial G-actin
concentration, disordered networks are generated within a few seconds by filament
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nucleation and elongation. Although treadmilling can be promoted by formin, which
binds to the filament barbed end and facilitates filament elongation [8], in this work
we use a uniform polymerization rate as an input in each condition. More model
details can be found in Appendix C.1, and parameters for chemical reactions can be
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Figure 4.3: Timelapse montage of Jurkat T cells expressing Ftractin-EGFP spread-
ing on anti-CD3 coated glass substrates. Addition of (a) vehicle (0.1% DMSO),
(b) 250 nM LatA, (c) 500 nM LatA, or (d) 1µM LatA was done between 300 and
360 seconds after seeding the cells. The timelapse illustrates the centripetal col-
lapse of the actin ring upon treatment with the actin inhibitor Latrunculin A. The
timescales of this collapse depend on the concentration of LatA as can be seen
from the timestamps on the images. Scale bar: 10 µm. (e) Quantification of the
spatial organization of the actin network using the normalized median of filament
radial density distribution. (f) Rate of centripetal collapse, measured as the slope
of the normalized median distribution after inhibition. 7-11 cells per condition. The
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Figure 4.4: Timelapse montage of actin ring simulation with filament inhibition
at 800s. The ⟨rTM ⟩ corresponding to no inhibition (a), weak inhibition (b), and







tion, all simulations have the same kinetic conditions (also shown as case i in Figure
4.1a). The treadmilling inhibition mimics the effect of LatA based on recent in
vitro experiments [1]. See SI-5 for more details regarding treadmilling inhibition.
The treadmilling rates after inhibition (averaged from 1500s to the end of simula-
tions) are shown in the figure legend. Scale bar is 1 µm. (d)The median of radial
filament density distribution at different treadmilling inhibition condition. (e) The
centripetal collapse rate after inhibition. (d-e) The shaded color and error bars rep-
resents the standard deviation across trajectories, 5 runs per condition. (f) A sketch
showing actin ring/cortex versus clusters formation. At low treadmilling rates, net-
works are dominated by myosin-driven contraction, leading to centripetal collapse
into clusters (lower). Faster filament treadmilling allows networks to overcome the
myosin trap, where filaments tend to move to periphery due to lower energy (upper).
(g) A graphical description of system energy landscape with the myosin trap.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Outlook
In this thesis, we explore the self-organization dynamics underlying the as-
sembly of three in vivo actin architectures: stress fibers, dendritic lamellipodia, as
well as actin cortices and rings. We utilize the computer simulation platform ME-
DYAN to reconstitute actin networks with key cytoskeletal proteins. Collaborating
with experimentalists and theorists, our work reveals how actin networks remodel
themselves in response to mechanical and chemical stimuli from inside and outside
the cell. Importantly, our studies provide biophysical insights for the formation
of highly ordered actin scaffolds from initially disordered networks, which helps to
understand how cells adjust their actin structures under different mechanochemical
environments to fulfill their unique responsibilities in cell biomechanics and motility.
In the first project (Chapter 2), we show that bundle-like actin configuration
can be induced by tensile external forces, and this work can be further extended
to investigate the effect of different force types generated by in vivo environments.
For example, cells in blood vessels are mechanically impacted by blood pressure,
which generates periodic axial and circumferential wall stresses on entire cells [57].
Understanding how actin network response and transfer forces in this system can
help to cure cardiovascular diseases [160, 161]. On the other hand, it is not known
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how stress fibers develop graded polarity, an essential property for contractility
generation. Intuitively, the periodic polarity pattern is a natural consequence of
myosin driven polarity sorting [20,162,163], but we fail to observe the development
of graded polarity in our simulation. It may require us to anchor both ends of the
stress fiber and allow a longer time for the polarity sorting.
The system shown in Chapter 4 can be extended to investigate the non-
equilibrium physical principles during actin self-organization by tracking free energy
dissipation. Recently developed theories suggest that active matter systems, such
as actomyosin networks, optimize the speed of free energy dissipation as they self-
organize from disordered states to highly-ordered scaffolds [85, 164]. This theory
has been supported by experimental work, which suggests that the entropy pro-
duction rate of actomyosin networks in vitro is maximized at steady state [165],
in striking contrast to the minimal entropy production principle of irreversible sys-
tems. Whether it is a universal rule in the active matter, and what regulates the
free energy dissipation during self-organization are still elusive. Moreover, a se-
ries of works carried out by various groups have observed that actomyosin networks
sometimes undergo large-scale, non-Gaussian release of free energy or actin displace-
ment in cells [166–168] and in computer simulations [169, 170]. What leads to the
non-Gaussian actin dynamics and how it contributes to actin remodeling are still
unknown. The quasi-2D system presented in Chapter 4 is an excellent model to
investigate this question, since we are able to tune actin network remodeling with-
out altering the main force generators - myosin motors and crosslinkers. Recently,
we found that actomyosin networks sometimes enter a highly unstable state that
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is accompanied by the large-scale, non-Gaussian free energy dissipation for a long
period. We hope to further explore how actomyosin networks enter and exit from
this unstable state, and how it is related to actin organization and higher-order
structure formation.
In this thesis, we connect the actin cytoskeleton system with soft condensed
matter physics, which has many interesting scientific outlooks. The large scale con-
densation in actomyosin networks has been widely observed in reconstituted net-
works from purified proteins and simulations, including our findings in Chapter 2.
Prior research has shown that the condensation of the far-from-equilibrium acto-
myosin networks can be tuned by varying contractility regulated proteins such as
myosin motors and crosslinkers. In Chapters 3 and 4, we show that the speed of
filament polymerization serves as the other key parameter that regulates this pro-
cess by restoring the disorder of the network. It brings up the question of whether
we can consider the contractility as the energetic driving force while the filament
treadmilling as the entropic driving force for actin network organization. Solving
this question may help us to find a universal principle underlying active matter
dynamics.
Research discussed in this thesis also contributes several unique implemen-
tations, primarily experiment-related functions, to the MEDYAN platform. For
example, we designed a system to mimic the atomic force microscope in the first
project (Chapter 2), which allows us to apply external point forces during simula-
tion. This system has recently been extended to model filament growth from focal
adhesion. The three-step nucleation reactions proposed in the second project (Chap-
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ter 3) is now a standard protocol for formin based filament nucleation in MEDYAN
simulation. These new implementations have benefited many users in the MEDYAN
community, including researchers from the University of Maryland, Georgia State
University, Taxes A&M, University of Pennsylvania, Ohio State University, and
Duke University. In the future, we would like to extend this setup to more sys-
tems, and explore other experiment related frameworks such as microrheology and
traction force microscopy.
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Appendix A: Supporting Information for Chapter 2
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A.1.1 Vascular smooth muscle cell cultures and transient transfec-
tions
VSMC were previously isolated from rat cremaster arterioles [171] and handled
as previously described [57]. Briefly, cells were cultured in a smooth muscle cell cul-
ture media containing Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10 mM HEPES (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 2 mM
L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin
and 0.25 µg/ml amphotericin B. Cells were trypsinized and transient transfections
were performed according to manufacturer’s protocol by using the Nucleofector ap-
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paratus (Lonza, formerly Amaxa Biosystems, Gaithersburg, MD) with Nucleofector
kit VPI-1004. Then, cells expressing mRFP1-actin-7 were plated on 60 mm MatTek
glass bottom dishes (Ashland, MA, USA) in phenol-red free cell culture media, and
incubated overnight in 5% CO2 at 37
◦
C. The plasmid mRFP1-Actin-7 was a gift
from Michael Davidson (Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL). Unless otherwise
specified, all reagents were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA).
A.1.2 Vascular smooth muscle cell imaging
The integrated microscope system used for these studies was described in de-
tail [126]. Briefly, the system was constructed using an inverted Olympus IX-81
microscope (Olympus Corp., NY). An atomic force microscope (XZ Hybrid Head,
Bruker Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) was set on top of the inverted microscope
and a Yokogawa CSU 22 spinning-disk confocal attachment was added to the left
imaging port of the microscope. This combination of techniques enabled mechanical
stimulation of live cells and simultaneous visualization of molecular dynamic events
at the subcellular level in real-time. A PLAN APO TIRF 60x oil 1.45 NA objective
lens (Olympus Corp., NY) was used for imaging live cells expressing fluorescent
protein constructs excited by a Stabilite 2018 RM laser (Spectra Physics/Newport,
Mountain View, CA) using a dual 488/568 nm bandpass filter from Chroma Tech-
nology (Brattleboro, Vermont). Confocal images were acquired as 3D stacks of 20
planes at a 0.25 mum step size with an exposure time of 100 ms using a QuantEM
512SC camera (Roper Scientific Photometrics, Tuscon, Arizona). The fluorescence
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imaging was controlled by Slidebook software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Den-
ver, CO).
A.1.3 AFM mechanical stimulation of VSMCs
Tensile stress was applied to live VSMCs using an atomic force microscope
probe with a 2 µm glass bead functionalized with fibronectin (Novascan Technolo-
gies, IA, USA) [57]. Formation of a functional linkage between the fibronectin on
the AFM probe and cortical cytoskeleton via integrins enabled mechanical stimula-
tion of the cell through the application of tensile forces. A mechanical stimulation
experiment consists of four segments of force application. First, the probe is brought
in contact with the cell for 20min to allow the formation of a functional adhesion
through recruitment of integrins and focal adhesion proteins. During this time, the
probe rest on the cell surface, and no tensile force is applied. The second step
consists of the application of small tensile forces (i.e., mechanical stimulations of
0.2-0.4 nN) to further reinforce the adhesion by enhancing protein recruitment at
the respective site. Then, the mechanical stimulation of the cell with low ( 0.5
nN) and high ( 1 nN) magnitude forces consisted of controlled upward movement
of the cantilever in discrete steps at every 3–5 minute intervals. The same force
regime mechanical stimulation was applied for 20–25 minutes each, while the actin
cytoskeleton was imaged by spinning-disk confocal microscopy after each force appli-
cation. The AFM data were acquired using NanoScope (8.15, Bruker) Software and
were processed off-line in MATLAB (R2019b, Mathworks) and Excel (Microsoft).
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A.1.4 Three-dimensional image analysis
For each raw three-dimensional (3D) image volume at a specific time point,
imaging data in z-direction were interpolated by linear interpolation to generate
a new sequence. Spatial sizes of a voxel in three dimensions were not all equal,
i.e., ∆x = ∆y = 0.178µm, and ∆z = 0.25µm. The resulting image sequences
were imported to Imaris (v.9.3.0, Oxford Instruments, Inc.) for Automatic Tracing
analysis. The coordinates of branch points from the tracing analysis was exported
and saved. The 3D coordinates of all paired points that are 10 points apart along a
given trace are used to compute the alignment index:
Alignment Index =< cosθ >=< ∆z√
∆x2+∆y2+∆z2
>, (1)
where ∆x, ∆y, ∆z are differences of the paired points in x, y, and z direction,
respectively. The resulting set of measurements along each trace were averaged as
an estimate for the angle between each trace and the z-axis. As an aggregated
measure for trace angles at each time point, angle measures from all traces at a








Actin diffusion 80 [20]
83
α-actinin diffusion 8 [20]
Non-muscle myosin II (NMII) mini-filament dif-
fusion
0.8 [20]
Actin polymerization at plus end 0.151 [4]
Actin polymerization at minus end 0.017 [4]
Actin depolymerization at plus end 1.4 [4]
Actin depolymerization at minus end 0.8 [4]
NMII head binding 0.2 [91]
NMII mini-filament unbinding under no exter-
nal load
0.2
α-actinin binding 0.009 [172]
α-actinin unbinding under no external load 0.3 [172]
Mechanical Parameters
Length of cylindrical actin filament segment 108 nm [173]
Actin filament bending energy 672.5 pN·nm [173]
Actin filament stretching constant 100 pN/nm [20]
Actin filament excluded volume repulsion con-
stant
100000 pN/nm [20]
NMII head stretching constant 2.5 pN/nm [174]
α-actinin stretching constant 8 pN/nm [175]
Boundary repulsion energy 41 pN·nm [84]
Boundary repulsion screening length 2.7 nm [84]
Mechanochemical Parameters
Unbinding force of NMII head 12.6 pN [176]
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Stall force of NMII head 15 pN [20]
Characteristic unbinding force of α-actinin 17.2 pN [177]
Characteristic polymerization force of actin fil-
aments
1.5 pN [178]
Table A.1: Parameters for the simualtions
A.3 Supplementary figures






















Figure A.1: (a) The probability distribution of filament polarity alignment index for
bundle-like networks under pulling condition Case i. Data are taken from t = 751s
- 900s out of 5 duplicated trajectories. (b) The polarity alignment index is defined
as cos
′
θ, where ′θ the angle between a filament vector and the force direction. The
filament vector (red arrow) in this case, considers the polarity of plus end and minus
end. (a-b) The distribution spreads across [-1,1], suggesting that the generated actin
bundles have mixed polarity.
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Figure A.2: (a) F-actin radial distribution after the last pulling event (t = 751 -








Figure A.3: (a) Representative snapshot of actin network with a static AFM probe at
t = 700 s. The height of AFM probe is fixed at 1750 nm. (b) Representative snapshot
of actin network with no pulling force (control case iv). (c) The alignment index
for static AFM-probe (red) and no force condition (green). Error bars represent the
standard deviation from the mean from 5 replicate simulations.
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a b
Figure A.4: (a) Representative snapshot of actin network with 5 filaments attached
to the AFM probe, after the fifth pulling event (d = 500 nm). (b) Representative
snapshot of actin network with 60 filaments attached to the AFM probe, after the
fourth pulling event (d = 500 nm). Actin filaments, myosin motors, and crosslinkers
are shown in red, blue, and green cylinders, respectively. The gray sphere represents
the AFM probe.
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Appendix B: Supporting Information for Chapter 3
This chapter is adapted from the Supplementary Information of the published work:
Qin Ni and Garegin A Papoian. “Turnover versus treadmilling in actin network
assembly and remodeling”. Cytoskeleton. ; 76: 562– 570. (2019)
B.1 Model Details
B.1.1 Time integration method and general simulation protocol in
MEDYAN
We carried out all simulations using a publicly available software and force field
named MEDYAN (Mechanochemical Dynamics of Active Networks) [20]. MEDYAN
has been designed for modeling reaction-diffusion processes, mechanical interactions,
and mechanochemical dynamics of active matter networks including, in particular,
cytoskeletal systems. It is available at http://www.medyan.org.
Unlike typical constant time-step Langevin based models, the time evolution in
MEDYAN simulation is determined by solving the chemical Master Equation using
Next Reaction Method (NRM) [86], which is a variation of the Gillespie algorithm
[88]. This algorithm samples a stochastic trajectory corresponding to the given
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the Master Equation. The sequence of realized chemical events during the time
evolution in MEDYAN occurs at specific (yet stochastically chosen) absolute times,
including such reactions as polymerization, branching, and nucleation. The time











where ai indicates the reaction propensity for the reaction with an index i. Please
refer to the original MEDYAN paper [20] and other Gillespie algorithm references
for further elaboration [86, 88]. Additional details of all chemical reactions used in
this work are further introduced in Text S2.
After the system chemically evolves for some small number of steps, MEDYAN
pauses the chemical reactions’ engine, to follow by mechanical minimization of the
total energy of the system. After the mechanical minimization, a number of reaction
propensities may be updated if their kinetics depends on instantaneous mechanical
stresses (this being an example of mechanochemical coupling in MEDYAN). This
protocol is iterated until reaching the preset overall simulation timescale, which is
2000 seconds in the current work. The above-described pseudo-adiabatic dynamical
ansatz for active polymer networks was elaborated in the original MEDYAN paper
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[20], following earlier works by Hu and Papoian [60, 84, 143]. This approach is
supported by recent works indicating that the time to relax local deformation of
actin networks [90] is much shorter than the timescale for typical chemical events,
such as motor stepping [91] or filament polymerization [4], to happen. Therefore, we
take advantage of this significant timescale separation, assuming that the mechanical
subsystem almost instantly equilibrates upon chemical perturbations. We favor this
time evolution algorithm over the constant time-step Langevin algorithm, because
the former significantly reduces the computational cost while maintaining sufficient
accuracy.
Further details regarding mechanical models and mechanochemical dynamic
rate models used in this work are shown in Text S3-S4.
B.1.2 Reactions and parameters
In MEDYAN, the simulation volume is divided into cubic compartments, in
which the diffusing molecules are considered to be homogeneously dissolved. The
dimension of the compartments may be chosen by relying on the Kuramoto length
of the system [48, 60], with 500nm being a reasonable choice for actin-based cy-
toskeletal networks. We consider that molecular transport between compartments
is based on passive diffusion. Actin filament segments can only chemically react with
the diffusing molecules in the compartments where they are mutually colocalized.
Diffusion is modeled as a hopping process between neighboring compartments,
DMi0,j0,k0 ⇌ DMi1,j1,k1 .
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In this reaction, i0,j0,k0 annotate the original compartment of the diffusing molecule,
while i1,j1,k1 annotate the neighboring compartment to where this molecule may be
transferred to if this reaction is stochastically selected.
In addition to the diffusion, other chemical reactions considered in this work in-
clude: actin polymerization and depolymerization at barbed ends (BE) and pointed
ends (PE), CP binding and unbinding from barbed end, nucleation based on Arp2/3
and formin, Arp2/3 dissociation from branchers, formin dissociation from barbed
end and destruction of filaments. The polymerization and depolymerization reac-
tions are written as
G − actin +BE/PE ⟶ F − actin +BE/PE,
F − actin +BE/PE ⟶ G − actin +BE/PE.
F-actin is a part of non-diffusive filaments, and BE/PE are also F-actin molecules.
A polymerization reaction makes the original BE/PE become a F-actin molecule,
where the incoming G-actin becomes the new BE/PE. In a depolymerization event,
the original BE/PE becomes a G-actin molecule, and the F-actin next to it would
be the new BE/PE.
CP binding and unbinding reactions are written in a similar manner as
CP +BE ⟶ CBE + F − actin,
F − actin + CBE ⟶ BE + CP.
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The regular barbed end is replaced by the capped barbed end (CBE), where actin
polymerization and depolymerization are terminated.
Names Parameters References




on = 11.6(µMs)−1 (0.154s−1) 4
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Destruction kdestruction = 1.0s
−1
This work
Table B.1: Parameters for diffusion and reactions.
The Arp2/3 based nucleation reaction depends on G-actin concentration, Arp2/3
concentration and the number of available Arp2/3 binding sites in preexisting fila-
ments as
Arp2/3+G−actin+FreeBindingSite⟶ F −actin+BE +OccupiedBindingSite.
In this model, each cylinder have at most one binding site at the center, and each
binding site can only bind to one daughter filament. The brancher is a special fila-
ments without a pointed end. Pointed ends can be generated by Arp2/3 unbinding
from the brancher and the mother filament:
OccupiedBindingSite⟶ Arp2/3 + PE + FreeBindingSite.
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The body of daughter filaments would remain intact during Arp2/3 dissociation.
Both binding rate and unbinding rate constants are chosen arbitrarily to produce a
reasonable number of branchers at steady state.
In MEDYAN, the formin nucleation is based on Ref. 135, which is written as
a two-step reaction:
1.Formin +G − actin⟶ intermediate,
2.G − actin + intermediate⟶ FBE + F − actin + PE.
FBE represents the formin bound barbed end, which has the same polymerization
and depolymerization as regular barbed ended (BE) for convenience. We assume
step 1 is the rate limiting step and step 2 is a fast step, and rate constants are
arbitrary chosen to produce a reasonable nucleation rate. The formin dissociation is
similar to CP dissociation, which creates a diffusing formin molecule and a regular
barbed end:
F − actin + FBE ⟶ BE + Formin.
In order to balance the filament nucleation, we write a special type of reactions
called filament destruction:
BE + PE ⟶ 2G − actin.
The destruction reaction will occur only when a filament has two F-actin molecules,
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namely the BE and the PE.
All reaction and diffusion parameters used in this work are summarized in
Table B.1.
B.1.3 Mechanical models




actin molecules, making it ex-
tremely slow to mechanically model actin filaments as collections of spherical beads.
To improve computational efficiency, polymeric actin filaments are coarse grained as
connected cylinders in MEDYAN [20]. Each cylinder represents 40 actin monomers,
corresponding to 108nm in the linear dimension. The persistence length of F-actin
filaments is three orders of magnitude larger than their diameter, thus, MEDYAN
prohibits bending of above-mentioned elementary cylinder units, allowing only in-
dividual cylinders to be stretchable axially as harmonic springs. The stretching







where δl is the deviation from the equilibrium length at zero force. Bending of




filament = Kbending(1 − cos(θ)),
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where θ is the angle between the two consecutive cylinders. To prevent cylinders






δU ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣ dlidlj,
where δU ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣= 1/ ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣4 is a repulsive pair potential between two points
located on two interacting cylinders.
In dendritic networks, Arp2/3 branches daughter filament that attaches to the
mother filaments at a 70
◦
angle [9]. To mechanically model this specific structural el-
ement, MEDYAN employs a combination of stretching, and angular potentials. The
corresponding stretching potential is based on the distance between the branching









str (di,j − d0)2,
where d
i,j
is the distance between the two points and d
i,j
0 is the equilibrium distance.





ang (1 − cos(θi,j − θ0)),
where θ is the angle between two cylinder vectors, and θ0 is set as 70
◦
.
To restrict all filaments inside the simulation domain, boundary boundary
repulsion potential is used, as further elaborated in Text S4.
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B.1.4 Dynamic rate models
To prevent filaments from growing out of boundary, a boundary repulsion






where εboundary = 100pm ⋅nm is the repulsive force constant, d is the between bound-
ary and filament element and λ = 2.7nm is the screening length. The BE polymer-
ization rate is dynamically changed by the boundary force if within 500nm cutoff,









0 is the bare barbed end polymerization rate under zero external force,
Fboundary is the boundary force exerted on the actin filament, and F0 = 1.5pN is the
characteristic force based on the thermal energy and the size of actin monomers.
The exponential boundary force and the Brownian Ratchet model have minimal
effect to filaments unless very close to the boundary, which preserves the accuracy
of BE polymerization.
B.1.5 Measurement of turnover halftime, length and treadmilling
In this work, we monitored the actin dynamics of the whole system by record-
ing the actin molecules association/dissociation at barbed ands and pointed ends of
all filaments every 1 second. The turnover fraction between any two time frames
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can be determined by tracking the actin dynamics (Fig. B.1). The turnover fraction
is the ratio of new filamentous actin associated during a specific timescale to the





Turnover halftime is the timescale when turnover fraction reaches 0.5. The deter-
mination of turnover halftime was similar to FRAP method [37, 43, 136], but our
turnover halftime calculation is based on the turnover of the whole system. We
make the actin signal intensity equal to 0 at the beginning of each measurement,
which is considered as the “photobleaching”. Each actin molecules associate to a
filament during the measurement would increase the signal intensity by 1, and this
filament can either be a preexisting filament or a de novo filament. If an actin
molecule associates and then dissociates from a filament during the measurement,
the signal intensity would be reduced by 1. Dissociation of any filamentous actin
molecule that are presented before the measurement would not reduce the signal in-
tensity. We only consider the turnover based on polymerization/depolymerization,
and actin diffusion between compartments affects the reaction rate but not con-
sidered in turnover measurement. Fig. B.2 shows one measurement of simulated
fluorescent recovery (turnover fraction), where we rescale the time such that t = 0
s at the beginning of the measurement.
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Figure B.1: A sketch showing how turnover fraction is calculated. Actin molecules
are “photobleached” at t = 0s (orange beads), and the addition of new actin
molecules (yellow beads) are counted. The turnover fraction is calculated via divid-
ing new actin molecules by the total number of actin.






















Figure B.2: One measurement of fluorescent recovery (turnover fraction) profile
from MEDYAN simulation. Time axis in this plot has been rescaled, where t = 0s is
the time when the measurement started. The system contains 5 µM actin, 50 nM
Arp2/3 complex and 50 nM CP.
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Due to the reaction stochasticity and effects by CPs and Arp2/3 complex, we












actin,− are the number of actin molecules associate(+) and
dissociate(-) to the barbed end (BE) of filament i, and PE refers to the pointed
end. At steady state, the average barbed end elongation rate equals to the average
pointed end contraction rate, defined as the treadmilling rate of the network.
The filament length (Fig. B.3) is calculated based on the number of F-actin
molecules, where we assume each molecules has a diameter of 2.7 nm due to the
two-strand structure of actin filament. Therefore, the average filament length in
each snapshot can be represented as
< Length >=





F−actin is the number of filamentous actin molecules in filament i, Nfilament
is the total number of filament in the system.
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B.2 Supplementary Figures


























Figure B.3: Filament average length throughout the entire evolution. Total actin
concentrations of 3 µM , 5 µM , 10 µM , 15 µM and 20 µM are marked as red,
blue, cyan, green and black respectively. Arp2/3 and CP concentrations are fixed
at 50nM. Shaded regions represent the standard deviation over trajectories.
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Figure B.4: (a)Turnover halftime of networks with steady state nucleation (blue
circle) and without steady state nucleation (red triangle). The nucleator in these
systems is Arp2/3, and the steady state nucleation is passivated by stopping Arp2/3
from binding to mother filaments at 800s. (b) The total numbers of filaments de-
crease after inhibition of nucleation at t = 800s. Total actin concentrations of 3
µM , 5 µM , 10 µM , 15 µM and 20 µM are marked as red, blue, cyan, green and
black respectively. Arp2/3 and CP concentrations are fixed at 50nM. Shaded regions
represent the standard deviation over trajectories.
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Figure B.5: Capping barbed end “funnels” the critical G-actin concentration (a)
and promotes barbed end elongation (b), as proposed by the funneling effect hypoth-
esis. The increases in the total number of filaments (c) and steady state nucleation
rate (d) as a function of capped fraction also suggest that CP promotes filament
nucleation.
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Figure B.6: Capped fraction as a function of CP concentration. The correlation is
significant affected by CP dissociation rate. Actin concentration is 5µM and Arp2/3
concentration is 50 nM.
































































































































Figure B.7: The turnover halftime (a), treadmilling rate (b), steady state nucleation
rate (c), the total number of filaments at steady state (d), capped fraction (e) and
the fractional contribution to turnover (f) as a function of formin concentration.
Actin concentration is 5µM and CP concentration is 50nM.
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Figure B.8: (a) The de novo filaments have insignificant contribution to turnover,
and the contribution is insensitive to Arp2/3 concentration. Steady state nucleation
rate (b) and the number of filament (c) grow with Arp2/3 concentration. (d) Barbed
end capped fraction reduces as increasing Arp2/3 concentration due to the growth
of total number of filament. (e) Although Arp2/3 facilitate turnover, the halftime
cannot reach lower than ∼ 60s. (f) Free G-actin monomer concentration (critical
actin concentration) decrease as CArp2/3 increases. Capping protein concentration is
50nM in all conditions.
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Figure B.9: An example illustrating how G-actin and F-actin concentrations change
as a function of time, where the data for the first 20 seconds are additionally shown
in the inset. Note that the total concentration of actin is conserved throughout the
simulation (5 µM or 24080 molecules in this plot). Shaded regions represent the
standard deviation over 5 trajectories.
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Figure B.10: The semi-log plot of turnover halftime as a function of capped fraction
at different actin concentrations (5 − 15µM). The nonlogarithmic plot is shown in
Fig. 3.3a. Arp2/3 concentration is fixed at 50nM .
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Figure B.11: The semi-log plot of turnover halftime as a function of capped fraction
at different CP dissociation rates. The nonlogarithmic plot is shown in Fig. 3.4a.
Arp2/3 concentration is fixed at 50nM .
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Figure B.12: The semi-log plot of turnover halftime as a function of Arp2/3 con-
centration at different actin concentration (5 − 15µM). The nonlogarithmic plot is
shown in Fig. 3.5d. CP concentration is fixed at 50nM .
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Appendix C: Supporting Information for Chapter 4
This chapter is adapted from the Supplementary Information of the published work:
Qin Ni, Kaustubh Wagh, Arpita Upadhyaya and Garegin A Papoian. “Filament
treadmilling induces phase transition in actomyosin networks.” In preparation. (2020)
C.1 Computational Model Details
The simulations presented in this work were carried out via MEDYAN (Mechanochem-
ical Dynamics of Active Networks). MEDYAN is an open-source mechanochemical
simulation tool and force field (available at www.medyan.org) of active matters de-
veloped by the Papoian Lab at University of Maryland, College Park [20]. We
employed MEDYAN to model complex stochastic reaction-diffusion, mechanical in-
teraction, and mechanochemical dynamics of active cytoskeletal networks.
In MEDYAN, the simulation space is divided into a solution phase and a
polymer phase. All diffusing molecules (DM) are dissolved in the solution phase, in-
cluding G-actin, and unbound formin, non-muscle myosin II (NMII), and crosslinker
molecules. To reduce the computational cost without losing too much spatial in-
formation, the solution phase is discretized into many linear compartments. The
dimension of the compartment is carefully chosen based on the Kuramoto length
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of actin, which is the mean-free path that molecules are expected to diffuse before
undergoing their next reaction [60]. In the 3D spherical network, compartments
are 500 nm × 500 nm × 500 nm cubes. In quasi 2D cylindrical networks, the com-
partment dimension in the Z-axis is reduced to 400nm (the mechanical boundary
is 200nm as restricted by boundary repulsion potential, see Section 1.2 for details).
Diffusing molecules are assumed to be well-mixed within each compartment without
specific locations, and the transport of molecules between compartments is modeled
as a diffusion reaction within the solution phase.
On the other hand, polymeric filaments and bound formin, NMIIs and crosslink-
ers are dissolved in the polymer phase that lays over the solution phase. This phase
accounts for the mechanical modeling of boundary repulsion, steric interactions,
bending and stretching of filaments, as well as the stretching of linkers and motors.
When polymerization, nucleation, NMII or crosslinker binding reactions happen, dif-
fusing molecules will be transfered from the solution phase into the polymer phase.
The depolymerization, filament destruction, NMII or crosslinker unbinding reactions
will release molecules from the polymer phase to solution phase.
In the following sections, we will further discuss details of our chemical mod-




Unlike the traditional bead-spring model, the semi-flexible filaments are rep-
resented as connected cylinders. The equilibrium length (under zero force) of
each cylinder elements varies from 2.7nm (1 actin monomer) to a maximum of
108nm (40 actin monomers). Addition (depletion) of each actin monomer would
increase(decrease) the length of the first or last cylinders by 2.7nm. If a cylinder
has reached the maximum allowed length, a new cylinder will be created upon a
polymerization event.This coarse-graining method significantly reduces the number
of mechanical elements in the system, while still maintaining sufficient accuracy.
Filaments have a very large aspect ratio, i.e., the persistence length of a filament
(∼ 20µm) is much larger than its diameter (∼ 10nm). Thus, it is reasonable to










where lf is the actual length of cylinder under force, and lf,0 is the equilibrium
length based on the number of actin monomers on this cylinder (each monomer is





filament(1 − cos(θ − θ0)),
where θ is the angle between the two consecutive cylinders under force, while θ0
is the equilibrium angle that is set to be 0. A novel volume exclusion exclusion
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δU ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣ dlidlj,
where δU ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣= 1/ ∣ r⃗i − r⃗j ∣4 is the pair potential between two points located
on the two interacting cylinders. r⃗i amd r⃗j are the distance between any two points
along the cylinder i and j. This potential can provide a steep enough volume








= 672pN ⋅ nm 173





linker = 8pN/nm 175
NMII stretching K
str
NMII = 2.5pN/nm per head 174
Boundary repulsion εboundary = 100pN ⋅ nm This work
Table C.1: Mechanical parameters.











llinker,0 is the equilibrium length of a linker, which is set as the distance between
the binding sites when a linker binding reaction happens. lNMII,0 is also initialized
when a motor binding reaction occurs, however, it is reset every time a motor walking
reaction occurs.
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In order to confine all the filaments within the simulation boundary, a bound-
ary repulsion potential is implemented. In the quasi-2D system, the actual height of
the network is set to be 400 nm, and the diameter is 4000 nm. However, filaments
would occasionally move out of the mechanical boundary due to rapid treadmilling,
leading to simulation failures. To prevent this, we shift the boundary barrier slightly





where εboundary = 100pm ⋅ nm is the repulsive energy constant, d is the distance
between boundary and filament element, and λ = 2.7nm is the screening length.
The boundary shifting factor a0 is chosen to be 100 nm based on experience. The
existence of a0 restricts the effective network boundary to be height = 200 nm and
diameter = 1900 nm.
The mechanical model parameters can be found in Table C.1.
C.1.2 Chemical models
The chemical engine of MEDYAN is powered by an efficient stochastic Next
Reaction Method (NRM) [86], which is based on the Gillespie algorithm [88] but is
more computationally efficient. Overall, the NRM stochastically solves the chemical
Master Equation that generates a trajectory of chemical events. In this work, we con-
sider the following chemical reactions: diffusion, filament polymerization, filament
depolymerization, nucleation based on formin, destruction of filaments, binding of
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myosin motor and linker, and motor walking reaction.
The diffusion of molecules between compartments is modeled as a simple trans-
port process as
DMi0,j0,k0 ⇌ DMi1,j1,k1 ,
where the diffusing molecules are originally located in compartment i0,j0,k0 , and is
transfered to compartment i1,j1,k1 .
Filament (F-actin) polymerization and depolymerization can occur at both
barbed end (BE) and pointed end (PE) of a filament. These reactions are written
as
G − actin +BE/PE ⟶ F − actin +BE/PE,
F − actin +BE/PE ⟶ G − actin +BE/PE.
It should be noted that BE and PE are F-actin molecules at two end points of a
filament.
The nucleation reaction is presented as a two-step reaction based on the mech-
anism of formin nucleation [36,135]:
1.Formin +G − actin⟶ intermediate,
2.G − actin + intermediate⟶ FBE + F − actin + PE.
The intermediate is an arbitrary molecule that consists of a formin and a G-
actin molecule. We assume step 1 is the rate-limiting step and step 2 is a fast step,
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Destruction kdestruction = 1.0 − 1.9s
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Table C.2: Parameters for diffusion and reactions.
thus this intermediate would rapidly react with a G-actin and become a filament
with a pointed end, a regular F-actin, and a formin bound barbed end (FBE). For
simplicity, polymerization and depolymerization at FBE are the same as regular
barbed end reactions. The formin can dissociate from a filament that releases a
formin and creates a regular F-actin barbed end on that filament:
F − actin + FBE ⟶ BE + Formin.
Since nucleation keeps creating new filaments, the filament destruction process
is required to establish a steady state that keeps the total number of filaments
constant. The destruction reaction occurs exclusively when a filament has only two
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F-actin molecules (a BE and a PE), which destroy this filament and release two
diffusing G-actin molecules as
BE + PE ⟶ 2G − actin.
The binding reactions of myosin motors and linkers are carried out in a slightly
different protocol. Before a binding reaction is to happen, a pair of binding sites
at neighboring filaments would be stochastically chosen. The distance between the
two binding sites ranges from 175 to 225 nm [16] for NMII, and 30-40 nm for alpha-
actinin [118] . After the binding site pair is determined, the binding reaction would
convert a diffusing motor or linker to a bound motor or linker with two ends attaching
to the two binding sites, creating a mechanical linkage. This linkage vanishes when
an unbinding reaction occurs, releasing the motor or linker to the diffusing pool. It
should be noted that Non-muscle Myosin II mini-filaments (NMII) used in this work
consists of 15-30 myosin heads [179]. To mimic this property, the reaction rate for
each NMII binding event is scaled by the number of myosin heads that are randomly
chosen within this specific range.
In an active cytoskeleton, myosin motors consume energy from ATP hydrolysis
and actively walk along filaments, which is one of the most important sources for
force generation. In MEDYAN, a motor stepping reaction is implemented to mimic
this effect. For a bound NMII, the stepping reaction is written as
NMIIi ⟶ NMIIi+1,
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where i and i + 1 are the NMII locations on the filament before and after walking.
NMII is a barbed end walking motor, thus i + 1 represents the next binding site
towards the barbed end.
Parameters for diffusion and chemical reactions can be found in Table C.2.
C.1.3 Mechanochemical models
Many cytoskeletal reactions, including actin polymerization, myosin motor
binding and stepping, and linker binding, have been shown to be mechanical sensi-
tive. To capture this feature, MEDYAN implements mechanochemical models that




Fpoly,0 = 1.5pN 178
Characteristic linker unbinding
force
Flinker,unbind = 17.2pN 177
NMII duty ratio ρ = 0.1 91
NMII stall force Fstall = 12.62pN per head 176




Table C.3: Mechanochemical dynamic rate parameters.
The effect of boundary force on filament polymerization is described by the








poly is the bare polymerization rate under zero external force, Fext is the
boundary repulsive force exerted on the filament ends, and Fpoly,0 is the characteristic
polymerization force based on the thermal energy and the size of actin monomers.







linker,unbind is the unbinding rate constant under zero external force, and
Flinker,unbind is the characteristic unbinding force of alpha-actinin. Flinker,stretching is
the stretching force on the linker, while the compressing force on linker does not
trigger the slip bond model.
In this work, we model NMII binding as a catch bond, as adapted from the








where β is a tunable parameter, k
0
NMII,unbind is the unbinding rate constant under
zero force, and Fext is the total stretching force applied on the NMII. The number
of heads bound to the filament, Nbound, increases linearly as the force:
Nbound = ρ ⋅Ntotal + γ ⋅ Fext,
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where ρ is the duty ratio, andγ is another tunable parameter. Ntotal is the total
number of NMII heads that can bind to filament, which is randomly chosen during
each motor binding reaction.
The NMII walking rate is also mechanochemically sensitive and can be modeled





Fstall + FNMII,pulling/(Ntotal ⋅ ξ)
,
where Fstall is the stall force of single NMII head, FNMII,pulling is the pulling force on
NMII in the opposite direction of walking movement, and ξ is a tunable parameter.
The mechanochemical model parameters can be found in Table C.3.
C.1.4 Simulation protocol
The relaxation time for local deformations of actin networks [90] is much
shorter than the timescale of typical chemical events such as motor stepping [91] or
filament polymerization [4], thereby creating a significant separation of timescales.
Hence, the mechanical equilibrium process can be viewed as a pseudo-adiabatic pro-
cess that can be separated from chemical reactions. Based on this hypothesis, the
simulation can be carried out as the following:
1. Chemical reactions occur that evolve the time of the system stochastically.
2. Pausing chemical reactions when the time step reaches a preset time value.
The system mechanically minimizes the total energy.
3. Reaction rates are updated based on the mechanical conditions after mini-
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mization.
4. Going back to step 1 based on the updated reaction rates.
This protocol is iterated until reaching 2000 s of simulation, or until reaching
the 2-week wall time on the Deepthought2 High-Performance Computing cluster at
University of Maryland, College Park.
All the networks are initialized with 100 seed filaments, each 1 cylinder long
(108nm). Filament polymerization, depolymerization, nucleation, and destruction
start immediately. We allow these networks to evolve for 300s before adding myosin
motors and linkers. For each condition, we run 5 duplicated trajectories. The
Rmedian (median of filament radial distribution) of each duplicated trajectory at
different conditions are plotted in Fig. C.1.
C.2 Defining treadmilling rate and treadmilling inhibition simulation
setups
Although the treadmilling in cells is a complex system that involves hundreds
of reactions [3, 138], it is simplified to four reactions in this work by considering
polymerization and depolymerization at both barbed ends and pointed ends. When
a steady state is established, the net barbed end growth rate will equal to the net
pointed ends reduction rate (averaged over the system), maintaining a constant aver-
age filament length. Therefore, we can define a kinetic steady state for treadmilling
by monitoring the average filament length of the network as shown in Fig. C.2. We
found that a kinetic steady state could be established after 1000s in all conditions,
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Figure C.1: (a-b)5 Rmedian trajectories of ring-like actomyosin networks at ⟨rTM ⟩ =
2.05s
−1
(standard deviation SD = 0.07s
−1
) and ⟨rTM ⟩ = 1.25s−1 (SD = 0.05s−1).
The mean Rmedian trajectory is shown in Fig. 1a-i. (c) 5 trajectories of geomet-
rically collapsed networks at r⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.56s−1 (SD = 0.05s−1). The mean Rmedian
trajectory as shown in Fig. 1a-iii. (d-f) 5 trajectories of networks with no NMII and
alpha-actinin at ⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.57s−1 (SD = 0.04s−1), ⟨rTM ⟩ = 1.41s−1 (SD = 0.06s−1),
and ⟨rTM ⟩ = 2.21s−1 (SD = 0.09s−1) respectively.
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and we have examined that at this steady state the average barbed end elongation
rate is almost the same as the average pointed end shrinkage rate. Hence, we quan-
tify the average treadmilling rate ⟨rTM ⟩ as the average barbed end elongation rate
after 1000s. It should be noted that the steady state does not exist in any individual
filaments due to the stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme of MEDYAN.
While the treadmilling rate is an elegant and robust way of quantifying the
speed of actin network assembly, it is extremely hard to measure in vivo. An al-
ternative way to quantify the speed of actin network remodeling is to measure the
turnover timescale, which has been widely studied via an experimental technique
called Fluorescent Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) [36]. To compare with
experiments, we use a process similar to FRAP to calculate the turnover halftime
(t1/2, the time required for a network to reach 50% turnover) in our simulation, and
we obtain t1/2 ∼ 168s for the slowest treadmilling condition, and t1/2 ∼ 48s for the
most rapid treadmilling case. It should be noted that our longest t1/2 is similar to
the turnover timescale of some reconstitute networks [15], and our shortest t1/2 is
comparable to that of in vivo actin cortices [42]. The details of turnover halftime
measurement in MEDYAN and how it is related to treadmilling has been discussed
in depth in a prior computational study [36].
We utilized kinetic parameters measured in vitro [4] as the baseline to as-
semble the slow treadmilling networks as shown Fig. 1a-b, iii. To explore suitable
parameters for rapidly treadmilling networks, we looked into the effects of formin
and ADF/cofilin. An earlier work [8] has shown that the presence of formin can
promote the polymerization rate at the barbed end to nearly 4 times the baseline.
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𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟐. 𝟎𝟓	𝒔#𝟏
𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟒	𝒔#𝟏
𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟏. 𝟒𝟏	𝒔#𝟏, no NMII
𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟔𝒔#𝟏
Figure C.2: Average filament length as a function of time. Shaded color represents
the standard deviation of mean (5 run per condition).
For simplicity, we imitated this effect by increasing the barbed end polymerization
rate constant (k
BE
on ) of all filaments. ADF/cofilin can also promote treadmilling by
severing filaments. Importantly, the fragment that contains the pre-existing pointed
end is very unstable and would undergo rapidly disassembly [15]. This observation
allows us to mimic the effect of ADF/cofilin by simply increasing the depolymer-
ization at the pointed end (k
PE





three-fold in the actin ring network as shown in Fig. 1a-b, i.
It is difficult to tune the polymerization and depolymerization rate constants
at both end in vivo. We indirectly perturb filament assembly and disassembly in T
cells by treating them with Latrunculin A (LatA). Earlier works have shown that
LatA affects the filament treadmilling in two ways: it sequesters G-actin while also
accelerating the phosphate release from ADP-Pi-actin thereby reducing filament
polymerization while increasing depolymerization at both ends [1, 155, 156]. We
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disrupted rTM by reducing k
BE
on , and increasing both k
BE
off (barbed end depolymer-
ization rate constant) and k
PE
off .Since the pointed end polymerization rate constant is
much smaller than the other three parameters [4], for simplicity, we keep it constant
during these perturbation simulations.
We ran the simulations with different rate constants until we found a parameter
space that mimicked the effect of LatA treatment. In the weak inhibition case, we
decreased k
BE
on to 11.6(µM ⋅ s)−1, increased kBEoff to 2.1s−1, and maintained kPEoff at
2.4s
−1
. In the strong inhibition case, k
BE





off is increased to 4.8s
−1
. In all simulations, pointed end
polymerization rate constant is maintained at 1.3(µM ⋅ s)−1.
C.3 Experimental methods
C.3.1 Cell culture and transfection
E6.1 Jurkat T cells were grown in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% Fe-
tal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C in a CO2 incubator.
Transfections were performed with 2×105 cells using 1µg of plasmid by electropora-
tion using a Neon electroporation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Prior to imaging,
1mL of cells were centrifuged at 2 × 105 for 5 minutes. The supernatant was as-
pirated and the cells were resuspended in CO2 independent L-15 medium (Fisher
Scientific).
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C.3.2 Plasmids and reagents
pEGFP-C1 F-tractin-EGFP was a gift from Dyche Mullins (Addgene plasmid
# 58473; http://n2t.net/addgene:58473 ; RRID:Addgene 58473) [180]. Latrunculin
A was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and its vehicle, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.
C.3.3 Preparation of glass coverslips
Sterile 8-well chambers (Cellvis) were incubated with 0.01% poly-L-lysine solu-
tion in distilled water for 10 minutes and then dried at 37°C for 1 hour. Poly-L-lysine
coated chambers were then incubated with anti-human CD3 antibody (HIT3a clone,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS at a concentration of 1µg/mL for 2 hours at 37°C
or overnight at 4°C. Following incubation, the chambers were washed 5 times with
L-15 and warmed prior to imaging.
C.3.4 Microscopy
Transfected T cells were seeded on anti-CD3 coated glass coverslips and al-
lowed to activate for 5 minutes. Chambers were maintained at 37°C using a stage-
top incubator (Okolab). Latrunculin A or vehicle (DMSO) were added at specified
concentrations 5 minutes after seeding the cells. Fluorescence and interference re-
flection microscopy images were acquired using an inverted microscope (Ti-E, Nikon,
Melville, NY) with a scientific CMOS camera (Prime BSI, Photometrics, Tucson,
AZ) with a frame interval of 2 seconds. EGFP-FTractin was imaged using total in-
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ternal reflection fluorescence (TIRF), using a 60X, 1.49 NA oil immersion objective;
EGFP was imaged using a 488 nm laser for excitation. One background image was
captured during every session in order to perform background subtraction.
C.3.5 Image analysis
Initial preprocessing of images was done using FIJI. A custom MATLAB script
was written to perform background subtraction. The IRM images were used to find
the outline and centroid of the cells. 50 uniformly spaced lines were drawn from the
centroid and these 50 line profiles were pooled together to generate a histogram of
intensities as a function of a normalized distance to the centroid. The median of the
distribution of intensities (and hence F-actin) were estimated for each time point.
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C.4 Supplementary Figures





















Figure C.3: Filament radial density of disordered networks with ⟨rTM ⟩ = 1.41s−1.
Data are taken at last 500s. 5 runs per condition
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a b
Figure C.4: (a) Median of filament radial density distribution of actomyosin net-
works at different treadmilling rates as a function of time. Actin ring emerges when
⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.97 − 2.05s−1, and ⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.56 − 0.94s−1 induces cluster formation. At
⟨rTM ⟩ = 0.94s−1, networks are ring-like with significant local clustering. (b) The





















Figure C.5: The distribution of filament orientations for disordered networks and
ring-like networks (Fig. 1a-i) near the network periphery (r > 1600nm). More fila-
ments are oriented perpendicularly to the boundary in disordered networks. Poly-
merization at the barbed end is inhibited due to stronger ratcheting, leading to fewer
filaments surviving at long timescales in myosin-free networks. The filament orienta-
tion is represented by the angle between the treadmilling direction (the non-bendable
barbed end cylinder) and the tangent vector to the boundary. Only filaments longer







milling parallel to the boundary and 90
◦
indicating treadmilling perpendicular to
the boundary. 5 runs per condition.
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i. 𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟐.𝟏𝟔	𝒔#𝟏
ii. 𝒓𝑻𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟕	𝒔#𝟏
Add 
NMIIs
Figure C.6: (a) Median of filament radial density distribution (Rmedian) at different
treadmilling speeds. Networks are quasi-2D disk with 10 µm in diameter and 200
nm in height. The network contains 20 µM and 100 nm filament nucleator. 0.03
µM of NMII and 2 µM alpha-actinin are added at t = 300 s.
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Figure C.7: (a-b) Box plots of the number of bound linker (a) and F-actin (b) in
the system. Almost all motors are bound upon addition, thus we do not provide a
plot for the number of bound motor.
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